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Abstract
This comprehensive report details our team’s senior capstone design project, which involved the
design, construction, and installation of a Galilean Cannon exhibit—a linear momentum
experiment involving rebounding balls—for the San Luis Obispo Children’s Museum.
This report is split into four parts, as follows. Part One describes the needs of our sponsor and
target market, as well as background research on the concept. Part Two details the ideation,
decision making, and proofing process leading to our Preliminary Design concept. Part Three
discusses the preliminary analysis and plans for the final prototype. Part Four describes
construction and testing of the operational exhibit in the museum.
As of this report, the Galilean Cannon exhibit is complete and installed in the museum; from a
child’s drop height, the cannon rebounds about 20 feet in the air, and is fully visible from all
desired locations in the museum. All specifications that could be tested have been met, and our
sponsors are fully satisfied with the result.

Introduction
Our team’s goal was to develop a functional, safe, and engaging Galilean Cannon exhibit for the
SLO Children’s Museum that can launch a small ball 30 feet in the air in a controlled fashion.
Over the last nine months, we have successfully completed this goal, passing through four key
design reviews throughout the design process.
This document includes all prior design reviews arranged in order of completion. Part 1 discusses
our Scope of Work, displaying our initial design process and plan. It laid out all previous research
done towards Galilean cannons and all practical solutions to creating our own exhibit. Part 2
includes our team's Preliminary Design Review (PDR) which specifically details our ideation and
decision-making processes culminating to our preliminary concept design. These processes and
their results are all provided to display the multitude of ideas that we generated and ultimately
morphed into our “best” design. Following this is Part 3, our team's Critical Design Review. The
contents of this document include specifications and justification for our design concept, along
with purchasing, manufacturing, assembly, and testing plans. It also sought to affirm that our
current exhibit design would function and meet all system performance requirements.
Additionally, an estimate for the total cost of the exhibit is included. Part 4, our Final Design
Review (FDR), includes a breakdown of all changes made to our project since the Critical Design
Review (CDR), a new Bill of Materials providing the final overall cost of the exhibit, the results
of all verification tests, and a discussion of results and recommendations for future analysis and
possible duplication. It seeks to affirm that our current exhibit design is functioning and meeting
all system performance requirements while meeting every one of our sponsors' needs. These four
parts together form our final Senior Project Report.

Galilean Cannon
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October 20, 2021

Project Members:
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Mariah Kirkham
Joshua Pratt
Marcus Beloney
cpgalilean@gmail.com
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Abstract:
The San Luis Obispo Children’s Museum is looking for a new science exhibit to add to their collection.
Specifically, the museum has requested our senior project team to design and install a Galilean Cannon.
Included in this document is our knowledge of the project stakeholders and their wants and needs, a
discussion of already existing Galilean Cannon systems, specifications and factors to consider when
designing our exhibit for the museum, and a list of major tasks we anticipate completing in the upcoming
months.
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1. Introduction
The San Luis Obispo Children’s Museum is need of a new exhibit.
Michelle Jenkins, the museum director, and Daniel Turn, the exhibit
manager, believe that a Galilean Cannon will make a great addition
to their collection of fun, engaging, and child safe exhibits throughout
the museum. A Galilean Cannon is a science experiment that teaches
the physics principles of linear momentum by dropping a stack of
balls increasing in size. On the rebound, due to conservation of
momentum, the topmost and smallest ball will be launched a distance
many times higher than the drop height as shown in Figure 1 [1]. This
physics phenomenon is simple to construct, but fascinating to watch.
Thus, Ms. Jenkins reached out to our senior project group to design
and install a Galilean Cannon exhibit for future San Luis Obispan
children ages five through twelve to learn from and enjoy.
Throughout this report we will discuss our overarching design
process and plan. We began this process by conducting research,
attempting to discover and define our stakeholders' needs. This
research can be found in the background section, along with preexisting products and patents relevant to our design solution. In this
Figure 1. Galilean Cannon Model
section, we explain whether these existing solutions would work for
the situation at hand, and what can be improved upon or emulated for the museum. Following this research
is our overall project scope, including a sketch of our main focus points, a functional breakdown of the
Galilean Cannon, general stakeholder wants and needs, and our planned deliverables. Our problem
statement and all our key design specifications are discussed in the Objectives section. Lastly, our project
management section includes our key project milestones and discusses the design plan that we are going to
follow. Overall, this report describes our understanding of the problem, work completed up until this point,
and the future scope of work necessary to bring this exciting new experience to the San Luis Obispo
Children’s Museum.

2. Background
2.1 Stakeholders/Need Research:
The San Luis Obispo Children’s Museum is seeking a fun new exhibit to demonstrate the basic principles
of forces, energy, and momentum to children ages five to twelve. Although this problem statement could
be answered in a number of ways, our Museum sponsors have envisioned a Galilean Cannon: a more
extreme version of the classic tennis ball over basketball drop experiment from elementary school. A
Galilean Cannon is a device that illustrates conservation of linear momentum via a stack of balls of
increasing size. The stack is dropped, and on the bounce all the kinetic energy in lower balls is transferred
to the topmost and smallest ball causing it to rebound way higher than it was dropped. Thus, our team will
create a more controlled and child-safe Galilean Cannon exhibit that can be repeatedly used for at least the
next five years.
To expand our knowledge of what our project should accomplish, we met with Daniel Turn, who is
currently in charge of creating and maintaining exhibits at the SLO Children’s Museum. In our interview
with him, we learned that the Galilean Cannon was Mr. Turn's idea that he has not yet been able to create
himself because he is too busy with his graduate program at Cal Poly. Both he and Ms. Jenkins are seeking
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something new and exciting that correlates with the newest Mars exhibit. From this interview, we also
learned which factors of the Galilean Cannon are non-negotiable. For example, the exhibit must be easily
maintained from the bottom, the product must be constrained so that the balls only move vertically, and it
must be a completed, finished project that can be installed and used immediately. Mr. Turn also emphasized
that we should avoid using custom-made parts so that the system would remain easily repairable and or
replaceable. We also discussed a few welcome but non-essential “reach goals,” such as including height
markers and an applicable theme. The theme would include not only painting the balls, but would extend
into ceiling space using cable supported rings and décor. Other design considerations and specifics
regarding installation, various codes and safety standards that we will need to meet, still need to be
confirmed with Ms. Jenkins and the museum’s contractor.
We understand and recognize that the main users of our Galilean Cannon exhibit are the SLO children and
their parents. As the museum has been closed of late, we have not been able to interact directly with these
patrons. However, through conversations with our museum sponsors and data collected by other
organizations, we have attempted to tailor our research, objectives, and design goals to their specific needs.

2.2 Existing Solutions:
Part of our background research included examining any other competing or pre-existing products related
to our current design solution. Although scarce, we were able to find a few experiments and products that
resemble the Galilean Cannon. The first two products discovered are almost identical—the “Seismic
Accelerator (Astro-Blaster Multiple Collision Accelerator)” made by Educational Innovations and “Astro
Blaster” made by Arbor Scientific [2][3]. As depicted in Figure 1, both “Astro blasters” consist of 4 elastic
balls of different sizes, arranged smallest to largest, confined to pure linear movement by a small rod that
fits into a hole bored through the center of each ball. This method of retaining the balls is the most prevalent
in all of the similar products we discovered but will not work for our application. Our stakeholders need
the system to be confined vertically throughout the entire bounce trajectory, from the floor to the roof, in
order to keep loose balls from raining down on unsuspecting patrons. This same safety requirement was
fulfilled by one similar product shown on the Steven Colbert show by American theoretical physicist, Brian
Greene [4]. Mr. Greene’s Galilean Cannon, shown in Figure 2, consisted of 5 (apparently) plastic balls, also
arranged from smallest to largest, but confined vertically throughout the whole bounce by a vertical steel
cable anchored to a platform on the bottom and to the ceiling. This experiment, which actually served as
Mr. Turn’s original inspiration for the project, is the most similar in nature to our expected design solution
and will serve as a benchmark for our future product.
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Table 1. Relevant Existing Patents
Patent Name
Multiple-collision acceleration
demonstrator and toy

Patent Number
US 5158462 A

Bouncing ball launcher

US 5046984 A

Multiple-collision accelerator
assembly

US 5256071 A

Multi-ball drop toy

US 5503587 A

•
•
•

Multiple-ball and projectile toy

US 3744472 A

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Takeaways
Similar to a Newton’s Cradle
Balls decrease in size
Useful explanation of physics
equations
Wire frame for vertical alignment
Wire basket to catch balls
Only includes two balls
Balls of decreasing size
Similar design to world record
Vertically constrained via rod
through the middle
Balls of decreasing size
Hook to easily pick up all ball
Vertically constrained via strings
attached to each ball
Meant for any external impulse
Provides size relationship between
balls
Cup method to hold balls on top of
each other

Figure 2. Example of the Astro Blaster and Seismic Accelerator Product
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Figure 3. Brian Greene's World Record Galilean Cannon
In addition to existing, purchasable products, we also extensively researched patents (primarily on Google
Patents) and noted key takeaways from these published designs. We began by searching for patents of other
devices with similar mechanisms, such as the Newton’s Cradle. Combing through these author’s citations
gave way to patents more similar to our project. Although none provide a full solution to our specific
Galilean Cannon, each patent we found contains useful insight on specific aspects of the solution. For
example, aside from the first patent listed in Table 1, each subsequent patent addresses a unique method of
constraining the balls to only vertical movement. With these techniques in mind, we have a better gauge
for what likely will and will not work. This will be especially helpful throughout the ideation phase.
Furthermore, this research helped us design tests and specifications to aid us in making the best design
decisions for our final product.

2.3 Technical Research:
The Physics:
Potentially the most important takeaway from our technical research was that “Galilean Cannon” is not the
only name used to reference this same mechanism. This experiment is also referred to by the terms such as
“Astro Blaster,” “Superball Rebound Projectiles,” “Elastic collisions of dropped balls,” and “Vertical
bounce of vertically aligned balls.” Using these terms, our research yielded a higher volume of useful
information. At its core, the Galilean Cannon is a physics experiment involving principles of impact and
moment, elastic collisions, and projectile kinematics. From the start, we knew some amount of
mathematical analysis would be required, so we found as much pre-published information as possible to
expedite our modelling, prototyping, and overall design process. Our findings are summarized below by
topic.
Achieving Super-Elasticity
According to the Collins English Dictionary, a super-elastic collision is defined as a collision where the
kinetic energy after impact is greater than the kinetic energy prior to the impact [5]. Mathematically, using
the principle of conservation of energy and momentum, this is only possible if there is an energy generation
term during the impact. For example, consider two colliding objects with a spring between them. Before
the collision, the spring is not depressed, so it exerts no force and has no kinetic energy. However, the force
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of the collision depresses the spring, and now it can push back with more force than was used to compress
it. According to Rod Cross, the Galilean Cannon phenomenon can achieve super elasticity because the
material of the balls acts like a spring [6].
Predicting Bounce Height
Two authors agree that, for each ball added, the top ball can theoretically rebound up to 3 times the drop
height [6][7]. However, the other articles we read all caution that some energy will be lost in the collision.
Furthermore, Patric Muller, Thorsten Poschel, and Rod Cross agree that there is more than one collision
model—there are at least two different ways of visualizing what happens when the stack of balls collide.
An over-simplified model might not produce realistic results [6][8].
Most of the articles we read agree that, for best results, the balls should be elastic, and of varying sizes and
masses [7][9]. Most importantly, the smallest and lightest ball should be on top [7]. Some authors use the
size of the ball in the height prediction [8], while others assert that because the bounce height is much
greater than the size of the balls, the radii is irrelevant [9].
Overall, our research indicated that although it appears to be a very simple concept, generating an accurate
mathematical model and/or simulation will require making deliberate modelling choices, assumptions, and
simplifications. We will use the research presented in these sections to make these mathematical decisions.
Coefficients of Restitution
An important aspect to consider when modeling the behavior of any collision is the relative velocities of
the objects before and after impact. This is exactly what the coefficient of restitution measures. In regard to
the Galilean Cannon, because each ball has the same velocity at impact, it is easier to model the behavior
of the collision by observing the collision between each ball as a separate event [10]. By measuring the
coefficient of restitution for each impact separately, we can then determine the final velocities of each ball
after impact.
Effect of Vertical Alignment
Walter Mellen, formerly of the Department of Physics and Applied Physics at the University of
Massachusetts tested and analyzed the effect of using an external “aligner” consisting of looped threads
that encircle the equator of each ball to keep the balls directly on top of one another when dropped. Even
with this thread construction, he states that the top ball almost never rebounded straight up, and that even
the small rebound angle of 10 degrees resulted in a 3 % decreases in bounce height [6].
A more modern approach to this alignment involves boring a hole through the balls and threading a stick
between them. Although the highest ball comes off of the stick during the rebound, it is near perfectly
aligned during the collision, and therefore is less likely to go off course [8].
From this research alone, it is evident that we will need some sort of alignment device. For safety reasons,
as discussed by our sponsor, we will be using a cable through the center of the balls, similar to the Galilean
Cannon on the Stephen Colbert show (see [4].)
Science Museum Safety and Participation:
The SLO Children’s Museum is only one of many similar institutions striving to inspire early childhood
interest in science and technical learning, while avoiding safety-risks, lawsuits, and even closures. Aside
from the physics concepts, we also focused our technical research on how to design for children, both in
terms of engagement and safety.
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Attraction Power
Toni Dancstep, program director of the National Science Foundation, conducted a study targeting exhibit
engagement from children 8 to 13 years old across the country. The findings agreed with previouslyexisting data in regards to holding time—each a child spent an average of about 62 seconds at each exhibit.
In addition, the study found that only about 25% of children will actually visit and use every exhibit [11].
Museum Safety
The Association of Science and Technology Centers, ASTC, states that there are no official museum
guidelines for exhibit safety. However, there are still precautions that can be made to protect the users such
as designing for the “one chance in a million.” For example, we will have to consider and avoid pinching
hazards, heights that are out of reach for children, and sharp protrusions [12].

3. Project Scope
3.1 Boundary Sketch

Figure 4. Project Scope Boundary Sketch
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To better understand the scope of our project, we created a boundary sketch, as seen in Figure 3,
encompassing our solution and its environment. The primary area of focus in our boundary sketch (outlined
in dashed lines) is the Galilean Cannon and the user. Also included in the boundary sketch are objects that
we envision will require consideration in our design process. The tree is included as an obstacle that will
likely limit either the bounce height that we can achieve or the placement of the Galilean Cannon. An
existing exhibit, the dinosaur fossil dig, also limits the area in which the Galilean Cannon can be placed.
Another important aspect that we must consider in our design is the staircase. In order to comply with
building codes in San Luis Obispo, we must provide ample space for wheelchairs and other individuals
easy access to and from the staircase in the case of an emergency. On the ceiling and floor, we drew our
boundary around only the bolts. We decided our scope will include researching bolts that are well-suited to
anchor the Galilean Cannon but not drilling into and installing said bolts to the ceiling and floor. For this
part of the installation, we will be reaching out to the museum’s established contractor.

3.2 Stakeholders’ Wants and Needs
Our primary stakeholder, the San Luis Obispo Children’s Museum, proposed the design and installation of
this specific new exhibit with the following qualities. Since our product is going into a Children’s Museum,
it must be child-safe: no sharp edges, not pinch fingers, not be climbable, and follow all fire and safety
codes. Additionally, the exhibit should facilitate learning for young children. It must be engaging and
stimulating enough to keep children playing with it for one to three minutes, or enough to gain a rudimentary
understanding of the science principals behind the exhibit. To accomplish this, the exhibit should be
interactive, intuitive for children to figure out, visually attractive, and themed. Also, for the parents and
older children with a competent reading ability, it should have a plaque explaining the science concepts at
work. Moreover, the children’s museum tends to rotate out exhibits every five years, so our exhibit needs
to be durable enough to last a minimum of five years of frequent use, easy to maintain, and have
interchangeable parts.
The guidelines above represent the Children’s Museum’s general exhibit criteria; however, our sponsors
had a few additional requirements specific to the Galilean Cannon. First, as discussed briefly in the
Background, the cannon must be vertically installed from floor to ceiling, potentially with theming to take
up the empty space of the atrium near the ceiling. Furthermore, to be a proper Galilean Cannon, our exhibit
must launch the smallest ball way high up, close to the ceiling. Finally, the sponsors would like the Galilean
Cannon to be installed and working properly by the time of the Senior Project Expo. Therefore, our finished
product will be a fully working and installed exhibit.

3.3 Functional Decomposition
Before beginning the design process, we used a Functional Decomposition tree to prioritize our key design
goals and map out the functions and sub-functions our product will have to accomplish in order to meet
these goals. Our Functional Decomposition tree can be referenced in Appendix A. At the top of our tree is
the main goal of our project—to engage children. Moving down the tree describes how we will accomplish
this goal and each sub-function under it. For example, in order to engage these important patrons, the
museum exhibit we design must: attract children, bounce balls, be repeatable, protect users, and teach
children. To attract children, the exhibit will need to be colorful, embrace a theme, be tactile, have moving
parts, and encourage play. If the balls are going to bounce, they need to somehow be lifted, and there needs
to be some transfer of momentum. For our exhibit to be repeatability used, it should constrain the balls to
only vertical movement, retain the optimum ball order, endure constant use from children, and have
interchangeable parts. To protect users, it must be shielded from onlookers, keep the balls secure, and be
attached to the ceiling and floor. Finally, to teach children, it should clearly and effectively communicate
the principles of linear momentum. Alternately, moving up the tree describes why we are accomplishing
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each task. Why will the exhibit embrace a theme? To attract children. Why must the exhibit attract children?
To engage their attention. And so on and so forth.

3.4 Planned Deliverables
At the end of the project, our main deliverable to the museum will be a fully working and installed Galilean
Cannon exhibit for children to play with. Alongside the exhibit, there will be a sign explaining through
visuals and text how to operate the contraption and the science behind it. Moreover, we will supply test
results analyzing its child safety and the typical height achieved by the smallest ball in the stack.
Additionally, we will provide some basic paperwork describing how to maintain the exhibit, and where to
purchase spare parts if one is lost or broken. Along the way, we will also be submitting formal reports
detailing our process, including the Preliminary, Interim, Critical, and Final Design Reviews.

4. Objectives
4.1 Problem Statement
The problem statement for our project is as follows: The SLO children’s museum needs an interactive,
child-safe and fun super-elastic collision ball drop display to engage children in scientific learning.

4.2 QFD Process
QFD, or Quality Function Deployment, is a planning tool used by industries to tailor new product designs
to their customers’ specific wants and needs. For our QFD, we used a visual aid called a “house of quality,”
shown in Appendix B. The house of quality separates the different requirements and factors to consider
into different rooms, and provides organized space for appropriate comparisons. The first room considers
“WHO” we are designing for. We identified our main customers as the museum director, Ms. Jenkins, the
museum employees who will be maintaining the product, mainly Mr. Turn, and the museum patrons,
including children and their parents. In the “WHAT” room, we made a list of eleven testable customer
needs or wants. To the left of the “WHAT” room is a grid, where we rated how important these eleven
needs or wants would be to each of our customer groups. These ratings give each requirement a relative
weight, which helps us know to which requirements we should devote the most attention. Next, in the upper
“HOW” room, we listed tests and specifications to which we will be constraining our design. These
specifications are discussed in the following section.
Each test has a symbol at the top to signify a type of target, and the target values for each test are listed in
the “HOW MUCH” room at the bottom. On the roof, we compared the specifications to each other, and
discovered that several sets of tests have positive correlations, meaning that achieving our targets for one
specification will help us achieve the other. Luckily, none of our tests appear to have a “cost-benefit”
relationship, or negative correlation. The largest room in the table indicates which tests or specifications
will help us evaluate how well our product is meeting certain needs or wants. This comparison reminds us
why we are performing the listed tests, and ensures that we do not spend time, energy, and funds on
unnecessary or irrelevant testing. The “NOW” room on the right lists similar, pre-existing products,
discussed in the Existing Products section, and the room just below evaluates how well each of them fills
our customers’ requirements. Finally, in the basement room, we estimated how well we think these
competitive products would conform to our listed specifications. Both of these existing product
comparisons give us a standard to beat, as well as some guidance on which aspects of competitive products
we might wish to emulate.
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4.3 Engineering Specifications Table
Table 2. Summary of Engineering Design Specifications
#
Specification Description
Requirement (units)
Tolerance Risk*
1
Length of child engagement
2 (minutes)
+/- 1
L
2
Time to grasp functionality
2 (minutes)
MAX
M
3
Pedestrian passing space
30 (inches)
MIN
M
4
Vertical alignment
90 (degrees)
+/- 1
M
5
Footprint at base of structure
5 (feet)
MAX
L
6
Mathematical analysis
30 (feet)
MIN
L
7
Experimental analysis
30 (feet)
MIN
L
8
Force of impact of bounce
9 (Newtons)
MAX
H
9
Bounce- to drop-height ratio
5
+/- 1
M
10
Installation in museum
Go/NoGo
N/A
M
11
Parts sourced commercially
80 %
MIN
H
* Risk of meeting specification: (H) High, (M) Medium, (L) Low
** Compliance Methods: (A) Analysis, (I) Inspection, (S) Similar to Existing, (T) Test

Compliance**
T
T
I, T
I, T
I, T
A
A, I, T
A, I, T
A, I
T, I
A

4.4 Specification Details
The number list below contains explanations of each specification from Table 2. It discusses why and
how we will assess the compliance of each.
1. Length of Child Engagement
The whole purpose of our product is to engage and teach children. However, we do not want children to
congregate around this single exhibit for an excessively long time, impeding the typical “flow” from exhibit
to exhibit. As such, we have defined a target engagement time of 1 to 3 minutes. We are looking into finding
a sample population of children to whom we can present our prototype and time how long each individual
or group plays with it before moving on to something new; if this is not possible, we will have to test this
metric after the exhibit is installed in the museum.
2. Time to Grasp Functionality
Often, children are accompanied by adults who will read the informational plaques and instruct children on
how to properly use the exhibit. However, our goal is for the children to experiment with, dissect, and
discover how to manipulate the Galilean Cannon on their own. We know that if the exhibit is too
complicated, most children will give up after 1 to 2 minutes of unsuccessful engagement, so we have set 2
minutes as the target maximum amount of time that it should take a child to lift the entire stack of balls and
drop all of them at once, launching the top ball into the air. We will likely conduct this test simultaneously
with the Length of Child Engagement test, as they require the same metrics.
3. Pedestrian Passing Space
Exhibits in the museum must comply with ADA codes, leaving a minimum of 30 inches of unobstructed
floor space for a wheelchair to pass by. This may be a challenge with the other pre-existing exhibits
crowding the target installation space. This specification can be evaluated easily using a tape measure.
4. Vertical Alignment
In order to maintain super-elasticity of the collision, optimize the bounce height, reduce friction on the
cable, and utilize the gravitational acceleration to the ultimate degree, the balls must fall directly on top of
each other, and perfectly perpendicular (90 degrees) to the floor. Because the cable will be a maximum of
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36 feet tall, even a small discrepancy in the angle will produce significant misalignment. As such, we have
identified a tolerance of plus or minus 1 degree. During and after installation, we will use a level, pendulum,
or similar device to measure the angle.
5. Footprint at Base of Structure
Our product should fit well in the desired space, which is the corner of the atrium by the stairs. On our visit
to the museum, we discovered that this space measures approximately 5 feet in diameter (assuming a
circular footprint). Therefore, our structure, including the base and space needed for the users to engage
with it, must be less than or equal to this dimension. We can measure this with a tape measure.
6. Mathematical Analysis of Bounce Height
The main function of the Galilean Cannon is to bounce the top ball high into the air. Ms. Jenkins’s goal is
for the patrons in the 3rd story window to see the ball go by. Using this information, we set 30 feet as our
bounce height target. Floor to ceiling, the atrium is 36 feet tall, but we hope that by keeping the ball from
repeatedly smacking the ceiling with excess force, we can reduce wear and tear. Additionally, we recognize
that some of that space may be taken up by mounting assemblies on the floor and ceiling, as well as a small
launching platform. The height of the bounce is a function of drop height, ball material, ball weights, and
number of balls. By completing a mathematical analysis, we will be able to evaluate the best type, size, and
number of balls to consistently reach a bounce height of 30 feet using a drop height that is achievable for
children. This analysis will most likely be done in MATLAB.
7. Experimental Analysis of Bounce Height
As mentioned in the description of the Mathematical Analysis, our bounce height goal is a minimum of 30
feet. While this theoretical analysis will be instrumental in creating a prototype, a theoretical model can
never capture all of the intricacies of a physical system. For example, it likely will not fully account for air
resistance, friction on the cable, or heat and sound losses during the impact. Therefore, we will need to drop
actual balls and compare those results to the theoretical ones.
8. Force of Impact of Bounce
The largest safety risk we have identified is finger pinching by the whole stack of balls when dropped, or
by the top ball falling back down after the launch. The pinch factor will be affected by the number of balls,
drop or bounce height, and ball materials and weights. We were unable to pinpoint a “safe” amount of force
for children’s fingers, but, by applying a very large safety factor to the maximum force a finger can
withstand, we imposed a maximum impact force specification of 9 Newtons (about 2 pounds). We will
attempt to test this using a gauge but testing and observation may be required to ensure that this threshold
is reasonable.
9. Bounce- to Drop-Height Ratio
In order to engage children, endure the requested amount of time, and regularly meet the bounce height
goal, our Galilean Cannon must have a consistent bounce. As previously mentioned, bounce height depends
on the drop height, ball material, ball weights, and number of balls. Once we design our product, we will
be fixing the last three factors, but the drop height remains variable. To account for this variability, we are
using a ratio of bounce- to drop- height as our consistency metric. Based on data from existing products, a
properly-designed Galilean Cannon should always bounce the top ball between 4 and 6 times the height
from which it was dropped.
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10. Installation in Museum
One of the major Museum needs is to have a finished, installable product. To satisfy this need, we plan to
install the product before our Senior Project Expo. If the parts all fit together and the overall product
functions as expected, we will consider this requirement fulfilled.
11. Parts Sourced Commercially
Due to frequent use and occasional misuse, we expect occasional maintenance and part replacements to be
required. To reduce maintenance costs and delays associated with ordering or tailoring custom parts, we
hope to use as many commercially available items as possible. We will make a list of product components,
and count the number of custom or modified vs. commercially-sourced parts. Our goal is that less than 20%
of the components will be customized for the product.

4.5 High-Risk Specifications
The high-risk specifications are those which our product will have difficulty achieving. We identified only
two high risk tests—the impact force test and the part sourcing.
As briefly discussed above, we do not have an exact guideline for an acceptable impact force. While we do
have a chosen estimate, our true goal is to protect children, which introduces a number of other factors. For
example, the amount of pinch felt by the person depends on impact location, duration of impact, physical
properties of the digit struck, and individual pain tolerance. We recognize that no engineering test can fully
measure or guarantee “safety.” Additionally, we know that designing our product to meet this arbitrary
number of pounds or Newtons of impact force may limit our design options, and ultimately prevent the
Galilean Cannon from accomplishing its more important functions. We, the team, will work with our
museum sponsors to ensure this product is safe for their patrons to use.
Second, in our preliminary research, as discussed in the Background section, we have identified one integral
part of the Galilean Cannon that may not comply with specification number 11—the balls. The Astro Blaster
product [2] is functional and finished, but not necessarily available for purchase (as of October 14th, 2021,
we have been unable to find any kit in stock). Even if it was, these balls are too small for our intended
purpose, and likely will not result in the desired level of child engagement. Kickballs, basketballs, and other
sports balls are closer to the right size; however, hollow, inflatable balls will not work with a cable down
the middle. We do have a few viable commercial options to pursue before we look into custom-made balls,
but these are currently a high risk for compliance with our “80% commercially-sourced” specification.

5. Project Management
5.1 Design Process
Our design process began last month with the “Research” phase, which culminates in this Scope of Work
document. We will move next into Ideation, or brainstorming, followed by Analysis, Prototyping, and
Testing. Throughout our design process, we will be implementing a variety of design techniques. In the
early stages of design, we will focus more on the theoretical behavior of the Galilean Cannon by modeling
it first with a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software. Following the creation of a basic CAD model, we
will model the physics of the system using preliminary calculations based around the conservation of
momentum. This will be explored further using a simulation software such as MATLAB where we can
adjust the weight and size of the balls to determine ideal parameters for our project. While we aim to build
a Galilean Cannon that consistently launches the ball above the target height, we also need to ensure that
the exhibit will last for years to come. With this, our goal for Winter and Spring quarter are to test a
multitude of different materials for the balls so that we can achieve a consistent, reliable bounce. Because
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our main deliverable is a finished product, we plan to place more emphasis on the testing and prototyping
stages of our process.

5.2 Key Milestones
Table 3. Key Milestones for the Entire Project
Milestone
Concept Prototype
Preliminary Design Review
Interim Design Review
Structural Prototype
Critical Design Review
Manufacturing Test Review
Verification Prototype Sign-Off
Design Verification Plan and Report Sign-Off
Senior Project Expo
Final Design Review

Date
11/09/22
11/18/21
01/13/22
01/25/22
02/11/22
03/08/22
04/26/22
05/17/22
05/27/22
06/03/22

5.3 Upcoming Major Tasks
From now up to our Preliminary Design Review (PDR), we have a few key tasks that must be finished.
These tasks and their corresponding dates are outlined in our Gantt Chart located in Appendix C. Our first
major task after Scope of Work is to begin the ideation process. Over the course of two weeks, we will
spend most of our time brainstorming and discussing possible approaches to our technical challenges, such
as choosing and sourcing the balls, and how to mount them. Upon completion of ideation, we will analyze
and refine each of our options to select the ideal solution that meets the needs and wants of our stakeholders.
After a concept is selected, we will further analyze its feasibility and begin working on a CAD model. This
model will get us started on dimensioning and lead us into more detailed research for sourcing parts. With
a concept CAD model complete, we can then focus on building a concept prototype to physically illustrate
our design. It is important to note that as we learn more about our project during these major tasks and even
further into the design process, we will be continually modifying the design to meet the stakeholders’ needs.

6. Conclusion
The San Luis Obispo Children’s Museum asked us to design and install an engaging and child-safe Galilean
Cannon exhibit. From our extensive research, interviews, and museum walkthrough, our team has gathered
the necessary knowledge to begin the process of developing a Galilean Cannon suitable for the museum.
Presently, there are only a few reusable and controlled Galilean Cannons in existence, yet none that meet
all the exact requirements or characteristics that Ms. Jenkins and Mr. Turn envision. Moving forward, we
will begin next week (late October) with ideation and brainstorming to construct conceptual prototypes.
Utilizing these prototypes, we will evaluate the different concepts to select the superior model and complete
a Preliminary Design Review (PDR) by mid-November, as listed in Table 3. Ms. Jenkins and Mr. Turn,
does our project scope match your ultimate vision of a Galilean Cannon exhibit?
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Abstract:
This Preliminary Design Review (PDR) is the second book detailing our team’s design of a
Galilean Cannon exhibit for the San Luis Obispo Children’s Museum. While Book One focused
on stakeholder needs and background research, this report encompasses concept development,
concept design, and concept justification. Specifically, it details our ideation and decisionmaking processes culminating in our preliminary concept design. These processes and their
results are all provided to display the multitude of ideas that were generated and ultimately
morphed into our “best” design. It provides proof of the careful consideration that led us to our
current design and justification of how this design meets our stakeholders’ wants and needs, as
described in the previous Scope of Work report.
With a final design direction now chosen, we will turn our focus to further testing, analysis, and
material selection. The Project Management section discusses upcoming project tests, purchases
and construction plans up until our next report, at the time of the Critical Design Review (CDR).
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1. Introduction
Since the Scope of Work (SOW) report, our team has continued to change and refine our Galilean
Cannon concept. For example, early on during concept development, we assumed that the balls
would be vertically aligned with a cable through the center and would be exclusively lifted by
hand. This Galilean Cannon model coincided with the original inspiration for the exhibit, and we
limited ourselves to it during the research phase, even when writing about it in the SOW report. In
response to that report, Mr. Turn encouraged us to begin the ideation process from scratch,
disregarding any structural preconceptions. Hence, we broadened our scope and discovered several
additional methods for constraining, lifting, and even theming the balls. The past several weeks,
we have participated in multiple brainstorming and ideation model sessions. These sessions guided
us to newer ideas and ultimately a better overall design. Then we ranked, compared and eliminated
these ideas, constructing a single concept that we believe will best satisfy our sponsor’s needs.
In this report, we present to our sponsor our concept generation and idea selection processes. Our
various brainstorming methods generated a plethora of ideas to share; however, we will focus our
report on our top four ideas that contributed to our final design selection. We present this final
concept through a Solidworks CAD model and a physical prototype. Both models display the
functions and characteristics that meet the criteria of our sponsor. Finally, the project management
section lays out our next steps towards bringing the Galilean Cannon to fruition.
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2. Concept Development
2.1 Ideation Methods
Upon receiving approval of our Scope of Work from our project sponsor, we shifted our focus to
idea generation. Up until this point in our process, we thought we had a solid idea of how we
wanted our final product to look and function. We realized at the start of the Ideation phase that
we were limiting ourselves by failing to consider other possibilities, so we began the process with
a blank slate. First, we created a set of How Might We (HMW) questions reflecting each of the
key functions identified in the SOW. These questions helped us break down our project into
smaller pieces so we could focus on addressing all our sponsor’s wants and needs. Below are each
of the HMW questions we used to drive our ideation.
•
•
•
•
•
•

How might we attract children?
How might we bounce balls?
How might we teach children?
How might we indicate heights?
How might we maintain repeatability?
How might we protect users?

After outlining the HMW questions, we utilized the “worst possible idea” and a sketching/braindumping methods to generate as many ideas as possible. For the “worst possible idea” method, we
addressed each of our top HMW questions by each coming up with what we believed to be the
worst possible way to achieve that goal. After we had our long list of terrible ideas, we went
through each one and came up with an opposite or best idea. By allowing ourselves to first think
of bad ideas and then correct them to good ideas, we found new possibilities that we hadn’t
previously considered. For our sketching/brain-dumping method, we set a timer for 15 minutes
and each sketched whatever ideas came to mind. While this method did not strictly follow the
HMW questions, we still kept them in mind to guide our thoughts during sketching. At the end of
our 15 minutes, we came together and shared our sketches to promote further ideation. Our
collection of basic sketches can be seen in Appendix A.
With a multitude of new ideas addressing each HMW question, we then focused on putting them
together in unique combinations. To do so, we utilized a morphological matrix, seen in Figure 1,
in which we merged different ideas from each category. These combinations of ideas represented
our best overall concepts for the finished project.

Figure 1. Morphological Matrix
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2.2 Top Concepts
From our morphological matrix, we produced eight hybridized concepts. Because a few of our
designs were similar, we will cover only the five ideas that we thought had the most potential. The
four ideas covered in this section scored the highest in our weighted decision matrix just under our
top choice which will be covered in Concept Design. It should also be noted that each of these
concepts utilize a steel cable through the center of the balls for the ball constraint method.
Our first full concept includes a meteor or shooting star theme. At the base of the exhibit, we
envisioned a short shield around the bounce platform to provide protection against pinching while
also allowing for easy access to the balls. We added a step stool to aid the children in reaching a
higher drop height. Attached to this step stool is a small cabinet that acts as the bounce platform
while also hiding a ratchet. The ratchet mechanism provides tension on the cable and allows for
easier installation. Lastly, we added a bell at the top for auditory stimulation and positive
reinforcement for reaching the top of the atrium.

Figure 2. First Concept Sketch
Our second idea was quite different from the first. We used a general space theme for this one, as
indicated with the planets and stars in Figure 3. We still included the stool, but it is in combination
with a lever affixed to the bottom-most ball. We then switched to a taller shield around the base
for a larger range of protection. In order to allow free vertical movement of the lever, we added a
cutout to the shield. In the cabinet below the bounce platform, we used an eye bolt to hold the steel
cable. The eyebolt is simpler than the ratchet but won’t provide as much tension. Lastly, for
auditory stimulation, we decided incorporated a drum into the cabinet/bounce platform.
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Figure 3. Second Concept Sketch
The third idea has yet another theme, this time focused on volcanos. We went back to the short
shield idea to allow for easy access to the balls, and kept the step stool. Similar to the previous
idea, we have an eye bolt as the fastener for the steel cable. Also similar to the last idea, the base
has an integrated drum for sound effects.

Figure 4. Third Concept Sketch
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The fourth idea a volcano theme that can be seen from the smoke rings and volcano shaped base.
However, it once again has a lever fixed to the bottom-most ball and a tall shield with a slot around
the base for protection. For the cabinet beneath the bounce platform, we used the integrated drum.
The biggest change in this concept is the tensioning method. We switched to an electric winch to
provide greater tension on the cable and easier use for the museum staff. The downside of having
a winch is that it would be more expensive and could be more difficult to maintain.

Figure 5. Fourth Concept Sketch

2.3 Design Selection
With our eight top concepts selected, we analyzed each one separately and determined our design
direction for the next stages. To evaluate each concept, we used a weighted decision matrix (see
Appendix D) to assess how well each concept would fulfill the needs of the San Luis Obispo
Children’s Museum. The criteria we used for the weighted decision matrix closely follow the
engineering specifications that we came up with during our Quality Function Deployment shown
and described in the Scope of Work. However, we did make some changes to the criteria and their
allotted weight, based on our increased understanding of the structure, and based on sponsor
feedback. The criteria and their respective weights used in the decision matrix are shown below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intuitiveness – 10%
Aesthetics – 10%
Vertical Alignment – 5%
Footprint – 5%
Not Climbable – 5%
Safety – 20%
Repeatability – 20%
Ease of Installation – 15%
Ease of finding replacement parts – 10%
5

Once we agreed on the criterion and associated weights, we reviewed each of the top concepts and
assigned it a score from 1-10 for each category. The score it received was multiplied by the
corresponding weight for that criterion. The resulting values were then added up for each concept;
the concept with the highest score is the concept that inspired our prototype.
The concept that received the highest score in our weighted decision matrix was the space themed
exhibit with a drum for auditory stimulation, a fixed lever to raise the balls, a tall shield around the
base, a cable through the center of each ball, and a ratchet at the bottom to provide tension to the
cable. We believe that the weighted decision matrix was effective in determining what direction
we should take for the next stages of the design. This concept satisfies the needs of the San Luis
Obispo Children’s Museum and is a realistic goal for our team. While we are confident with the
direction our project is headed, it should be noted that as we test and analyze further, specific
design elements are subject to further changes. For example, after further thought on the use of a
fixed lever to raise the balls, we decided to remove it and simply allow for museum patrons to raise
the balls directly. This also simplifies our design by removing the need for a tall shield with a slot
cutout.

3. Concept Design
3.1 Selected Design
Our selected exhibit design is a built around a tight, vertically constrained cable that spans from
the ceiling beams in the atrium to a custom cabinet mounted to floor. The cable is threaded through
a hole in the center of the cabinet, and, in the cabinet, is attached to a ratchet. This rachet is used
to control the tension of the cable. Accordingly, the cabinet has a lockable door behind the exhibit
to allow access to the ratchet. Built into the front side of cabinet is a step stool for the children to
be able to drop the ball from a higher height.
Moreover, each Galilean Cannon Ball will have a hole through the center and be threaded by the
cable. The balls will be threaded in descending order of size to produce the iconic Galilean Cannon
ball arrangement. To raise the balls to a suitable drop height, individuals will simply grab the
lowest ball and raise the entire stack. At this moment, the number of balls, ball sizes, and ball
materials have yet to be selected as it will require more testing to determine the ideal ball properties
to achieve our desired bounce height.
Along the top perimeter of the cabinet will be a short thin piece of clear acrylic to act as a hand
guard. This acrylic piece will be short enough to allow children to easily access the lowest ball and
raise them.
A bell will be attached to the top of cable near the ceiling to indicate that the smallest ball has
reached the maximum height. The type of bell or exact location and method of attachment have
yet to be selected.
Off to the side, there will be plaque describing through words and pictures how to operate the
exhibit and explain the science behind the Galilean Cannon.
Lastly, our team has decided that the Galilean Cannon exhibit will have a space theme; however,
we have yet to decide on any of the decor that will be included with the theme.
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3.2 Design Function
As is common with the Galilean Cannon experiment, the ball stack will be lifted to a certain height
and dropped to produce a bounce that will launch the smallest top ball towards the ceiling of the
atrium. To lift the balls, children will grab the largest ball and then lift. Once a child has lifted the
balls as high as they can, they will let go and watch gravity take over the experiment. The bounce
will launch the smallest ball, and if the small ball manages to reach the top, it will ring the bell as
an indicator.
The clear piece of acrylic functions as a guard to prevent children from placing their hands within
the drop area, or to prevent them from climbing on top of the exhibit, while still allowing children
to view the bounce.
The custom step stool cabinet functions as a platform for the balls to bounce off of, while hiding
and protecting the location where the cable will be mounted to floor of the museum. The lockable
cabinet door allows access to the ratchet system which will allow the museum staff to easily tighten
and loosen cable for maintenance of the exhibit.
We added the step stool concept in response to sponsor feedback on the SOW. Based on our
research, the balls would need to be lifted to and dropped from a height of about 5 feet to produce
the desired rebound height near the ceiling; Mr. Turn pointed out that this height may be out of
many of the museum’s patrons. The step stool will allow children step up to drop the ball from a
higher height than they could otherwise achieve. We decided to attach the step stool to the cabinet
platform to increase safety and decrease the exhibit’s footprint.
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3.3 CAD Isometric

Figure 6. Labeled Top Design CAD Model
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3.4 Concept Prototype
We focused our concept prototype on the balls and ball constraint method, as this is our biggest
design challenge. We used a 5-gallon plastic bucket with a small hold drilled in the center as the
raised base platform. In this drilled hole, we inserted a 4-foot-long wooden dowel measuring
roughly half an inch in diameter. Because the hole in the bucket was slightly smaller than the
dowel’s circumference, it stuck in like a press fit. The dowel simulates the wire chosen as our
vertical constraint method, albeit with only one fixed point. While the freestanding end caused
some difficulties, such as bending and throwing off the alignment, it enabled us to quickly alter
the order and/or types of balls used.

Figure 7. Galilean Cannon Concept Prototype
For this preliminary test, we bought three different types of balls in five different sizes. The
different styles and materials allowed us to test the difficulty of boring through the centers well
enough that the balls slide easily, and the effect of hole size on friction. We constantly added,
removed, and reordered the balls to test the effects of relative size, mass, ball number, and ball
order had on the cannon’s rebound height.
Upon conducting the first tests, we were disappointed by the effect the semi flexible bucket had
on the bounce. We added a polished wood piece directly under the bounce area for added rigidity.
While inelegant, the strips of duct tape we used to attach it (once the superglue failed to hold)
allowed us to control the angle of the platform. One iteration of the completed concept prototype
is shown in Figure 7.
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3.5 Geometry, Materials, and Manufacturing Processes
For our design we have tentatively confirmed the following materials:
• Cable and attachments: steel
• Cabinet/platform/stepstool: wood
• Shield: acrylic
Steel bolts and fasteners will be used to connect the steel cable to the ceiling and to the base. While
the cable and fasteners will be should purchasable, the custom base cabinet will most likely need
to be fabricated. In addition, depending on the final selection of the balls they will probably need
to be bored out to allow for cable threading through the center.
The predominant unknown of our current design is the material of the balls. In our prototype, we
used three different types of balls, including three different sizes of wiffle balls made of light
plastic, a thin shelled hollow rubber ball, and a solid foam composite ball. Initially for the exhibit,
we envisioned using four balls of the same material. However, with our concept prototype, we
found that a mix of materials gave us better results. Currently, the combination that produces the
highest bounce height is the order shown in Figure 7: (from bottom to top) the solid foam
composite, followed by the thin rubber ball, followed by a large wiffle ball, with a small wiffle
ball on top. We will continue to test different balls to discover which combination will reach our
goal of 6 times the drop height. Such results will be discussed with the museum before finalizing
the ball material choice for the design.

3.6 Currently Undefined Concepts
Despite the effectiveness of the morphological and weighted design matrices, we still have several
undefined elements. First, we do not know the exact footprint of our design; we also have not
determined the exact height of the acrylic hand guard.
In addition, all properties of the balls are currently undetermined: ball material, ball size, ball mass,
and ball number. To produce the desired rebound height of around 30 feet for the smallest top ball,
we will have to perform numerous calculations and experiments while varying the ball properties.
Eventually, through multiple iterations, our team hopes to discover the optimized combination of
ball properties. Accordingly, these properties are currently fluid.
Furthermore, we have selected to theme our exhibit around outer space; however, our team has yet
to determine what the space decorations to style the exhibit will entail. “Space” is an extremely
broad category, so we must decide what to focus on within this topic for decor. Once our concept
is approved, we will begin brainstorming concepts for the space theme based on the surrounding
infrastructure.

4. Concept Development
4.1 How our Design meets the Specifications
The following list of specifications comes from the SOW report and House of Quality exercise.
For each specification, we have detailed how our selected design meets these specifications.
1. Length of Child engagement
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Out of all the themes, we decided that “Space” would be most exciting and engaging, while still
allowing educational opportunities. We expect that with this theme and with the interactive,
approachable design, our exhibit will keep children engaged for at least a minute. However, we
will need to conduct some sort of survey with actual props in order to test this claim.
2. Time to Grasp Functionality
With the balls constrained vertically by the cable, the balls can only be lifted, not removed. Once
the child lets go, they will be able to visually witness the result. However high they lift it they
should be able to deduce the function by watching the first rebound and adjust their lifting and
dropping technique from there. The science plaque included with the exhibit will also describe
how to operate the Galilean Cannon using words and graphics.
3. Pedestrian Passing Space
Our selected design, especially with the cylindrical platform, sheer shield, and built-in step stool
does not have a large footprint, so there enough space for museum patrons to get by.
4. Vertical Alignment
The tight cable through the center of the cabinet and balls will keep all the balls vertically aligned.
5. Footprint at Base of Structure
The selected design will most likely be smaller than the 2.5’ radius, especially with a cylindrical
platform.
6-9. Specifications
Specifications 6 through 9 are related to the bounce of the balls in system; as the ball properties
have to be selected, we cannot evaluate these specifications yet. However, our team promises to
meet these specifications through numerous experimental trials in the upcoming quarter,
independent of the rest of the design.
10. Installation in Museum
With the tensioning ratchet and hidden cabinet, our selected design will allow for easy installation
of the exhibit in the museum.
11. Parts Sourced Commercially
Currently, all parts of our design, aside from the balls, will be able to be purchased commercially.
We hope to also purchase the balls commercially, adding only slight modifications.

4.2 Preliminary Analysis
As of the writing of this report, we have not performed any mathematical calculations. We chose
to instead experiment with actual balls in our concept prototype. Our findings answered previous
questions our team had; however, also led to the formation of new ones. For example, a major
concern was how difficult it would be to drill through different materials and sized balls accurately.
Through testing of our prototype our method proved to be successful but led to other previously
unseen questions arising. Due to the different materials, all the holes created within the balls were
not the same size and had different coefficients of friction along the dowel. This newfound problem
had previously gone unacknowledged and is now a new focus for us moving forward in our design.
This is just one example of the importance that our preliminary analysis has had on helping us
create the best overall design for our Galilean Cannon.
While most of our questions were answered through initial testing, some still need to be addressed
through further analysis. A list of these questions and their known solutions can be found within
Appendix E. So far, all our preliminary analysis has been through physical testing, but we do plan
on doing more calculations as part of our theoretical modelling in the future.
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4.3 Design Hazards
Since we are designing an exhibit for a children’s museum, safety is our top priority. We chose a
design that would minimize all imaginable risks while still being easily operable and approachable
for children. As of the original drafting of this report, many of the safety concerns discussed in the
Design Hazard Checklist in Appendix F regarded the falling handle and slot in the shield. In
simplifying our design by removing the handle and shortening the shield, we have eliminated these
hazards. Our new plan for keeping children from being hurt by the dropping balls is to keep them
as soft and light as possible. Additionally, we plan to add a shield behind the exhibit so that no one
on the stairs can pull on and snap the steel cable.

4.4 Current Design Challenges
At this moment, the biggest design challenge is finding the right combination of balls to achieve
the desired bounce height. Our goal for the exhibit is to achieve a near 30-foot rebound from the
smallest ball by dropping the ball stack from around a 5-foot drop height. That necessitates a 6:1
bounce ratio. Currently, our team has very little background knowledge on what ball properties
will achieve that ratio. We will have to execute countless drop tests varying ball material, ball size,
and ball amount. We may also use a computer program such as MATLAB to help iterate through
the possibilities. Eventually, through optimization of promising ball properties, we will determine
the correct combination of ball properties to achieve the desired ratio.
Once the ball properties are selected, another design challenge will be determining how to
manufacture or purchase the proper balls with a hole through the center. After doing some research
online, we discovered that there are few places to order balls that already have a hole through the
center. Balls that do have holes through the center are often either too light (like wiffle balls) or
made from undesirable materials (like abacus balls). If possible, we do not want the museum to
have to drill the hole through the balls themselves whenever they need to replace them and have
considered ordering or manufacturing multiple sets as a precaution. Thankfully, we have already
apprised Mr. Turn of this challenge, and he indicated that this is not a “make or break” challenge
for our sponsors.

5. Project Management
5.1 Planned Tests
As mentioned above, our next major design consideration is the type and number of balls. The
balls will be chosen based on size, weight, elasticity, and ease of manufacturability. To that end,
most of our preliminary testing and analysis will involve purchasing, drilling, and testing different
types of balls, in sizes more appropriate for the exhibit than those we used for the concept
prototype. We will see which types of balls are easiest and cleanest to drill holes through, and
which appear to withstand impact the best. They must be light enough to keep from damaging the
bounce platform or anyone’s fingers but possess enough mass to generate significant momentum.
Most importantly, however, the balls must be elastic enough to transfer the maximum amount of
energy and momentum.
After choosing ball type, we will build theoretical and experimental models to determine how
many balls should be used to optimize the bounce height. This arrangement will be part of our
structural prototype.
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Once we have a structural prototype, we will move on to the rest of the tests described in our Scope
of Work, including length of child engagement, time to grasp functionality, pedestrian passing
space, vertical alignment, footprint at base of structure, mathematical analysis, experimental
analysis, force of impact, bounce- to drop-height ratio, and installation in museum. See the Scope
of Work report for more detailed descriptions of these tests.

5.2 Planned Purchases
Currently, our only planned purchases as of this report are several sets of balls of varying sizes,
materials, and structures, as mentioned in section 5.1. We will be making these purchases online
and in local stores.
The acrylic shield, pedestal or cabinet, cable, and anchoring/tensioning devices are less critical to
our overall design, so we will not likely purchase full versions of these components until after the
Critical Design Review (see Section 5.4). If we do need any of these elements in our structural
prototype, we will likely purchase simple, ready-made versions or mock-ups from Harbor Freight,
Home Depot, and similar stores. We do not anticipate purchasing any custom-manufactured parts,
so we are not concerned with long lead times.

5.3 Preliminary Construction Plans
Construction for the concept prototype included drilling holes in various types of balls and
mocking up a centering constraint using a dowel. Moving forward, we will extend these types of
constructions, drilling more balls, and experimenting with string and fishing line to better imitate
the cable. More involved construction will be required for the bounce platform, shield, and
anchoring devices, but these are not high priority at this time.

5.4 Gantt Chart
The Gantt Chart in Appendix G includes general required tasks for Senior Project. From now until
the Critical Design Review, these include failure design and design analysis, in preparation for the
Interim Design Review (IDR). After the IDR, we will focus on the manufacturing techniques, and
build the structural prototype. Once the structural prototype is completed and approved, we will
turn our attention to obtaining and constructing the end-goal components and planning their
installation in the museum. We plan to have the completed exhibit fully installed in the museum
before the Senior Project Expo. The Critical Design Review (CDR) will be the concluding report
discussing our design process; passing the CDR will signify that we have official approval of our
exhibit.

6. Conclusion
In the weeks since the Scope of Work, we have developed, modified, and evaluated as many ideas
as possible that fulfil the necessary Galilean Cannon sub-functions. We have sketched, drawn,
discussed, and built various prototypes to test these functions, all while keeping in mind the wants
and needs of the San Luis Obispo Children’s Museum and their patrons. With this Preliminary
Design Review report, we are promising a Galilean Cannon exhibit consisting of a taut cable with
top and bottom anchoring points and a ratcheting tensioning device; a cabinet, bounce platform,
shield, a step stool and a lifting mechanism that promote accessibility and safety for children while
allowing for frequent and easy maintenance; and a set of balls with holes through the middles that
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will be easy to lift, safe to use, and consistently meet the bounce height goal. Finally, we promise
that the exhibit will incorporate and include space theming and decor and an educational plaque
for optimal child engagement. If our sponsor approves of this design, we will move forward in
obtaining, modifying, and testing the balls to optimize the bounce height, before moving on to the
structural prototype, and, eventually, the Critical Design Review.
Ms. Jenkins and Mr. Turn, does our proposed design sound feasible and match your vision of the
Galilean Cannon Exhibit?
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Appendix D. Weighted Decision Matrix

Morphological Matrix Factors
1. Theme
2. Anchor
3. Hand Guard
4. Lifting Mechanism
5. Sound
6. Ball Constraint
Criteria
Intuitiveness
Aesthetics
Vertical Alignment
Footprint
Not Climbable
Safety
Repeatability
Ease Installation
Ease of finding replacement parts
Total

Design 1

Design 2

Design 3

Design 4

Design 5

Design 6

Design 7

Design 8

Space/Supernova
Eye Bolt
Tall Shield with Slot
Fixed Lever/Step stool
Drum
Cable through Center

Volcanoes
Eye Bolt
Short Shield
Step Stool
Drum
Cable through Center

Volcanoes
Winch
Tall Shield with Slot
Fixed Lever
Drum
Cable through Center

Space/Supernova
Ratchet
Tall Shield with Slot
Fixed Lever
Bell
Cable through Center

Space/Supernova
Eye Bolt
Short Shield
Step Stool
Bell
Cable through Center

Meteors
Ratchet
Short Shield
Fixed Lever/Step stool
Gong
Cable through Center

Volcanoes
Rails
Caution Tape
Step Stool
Gong
Teepee

Meteors
Bearing
Short Shield
Foot Lever
Drum
Constrained Astroblaster

Weight
Score (1-10)
(From QFD)
10%
7
10%
5
5%
10
5%
8
5%
9
20%
9
20%
10
15%
5
10%
6
100%

Weighted
Score (1-10)
Score
0.7
5
0.5
8
0.5
10
0.4
8
0.45
4
1.8
5
2
8
0.75
8
0.6
8
7.7

Weighted
Score (1-10)
Score
0.5
7
0.8
9
0.5
10
0.4
5
0.2
3
1
8
1.6
10
1.2
4
0.8
4
7

Weighted
Score (1-10)
Score
0.7
7
0.9
7
0.5
10
0.25
8
0.15
9
1.6
10
2
10
0.6
5
0.4
8
7.1

Weighted
Score (1-10)
Score
0.7
5
0.7
8
0.5
10
0.4
9
0.45
4
2
5
2
8
0.75
6
0.8
7
8.3

Weighted
Score (1-10)
Score
0.5
7
0.8
9
0.5
10
0.45
9
0.2
4
1
6
1.6
10
0.9
6
0.7
7
6.65

Weighted
Score (1-10)
Score
0.7
4
0.9
3
0.5
9
0.45
7
0.2
8
1.2
9
2
9
0.9
3
0.7
2
7.55

Weighted
Score (1-10)
Score
0.4
4
0.3
4
0.45
9
0.35
6
0.4
4
1.8
4
1.8
6
0.45
2
0.2
2
6.15
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Weighted
Score
0.4
0.4
0.45
0.3
0.2
0.8
1.2
0.3
0.2
4.25

Appendix E. Preliminary Analysis and/or Testing Details
Our preliminary testing has all been done through the concept prototype. As discussed in this
report, we designed our concept prototype to test the ball constraint mechanism. With it, we
hoped to gain insight into some of the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How difficult is it to drill through the balls? Will special tooling be required?
How critical is it to drill through the exact middle of the balls? Again, will special tooling
be required?
What type of ball materials will be easiest to drill through?
What kind of balls are available commercially?
What type of commercial balls bounce the best?
How important is ball sizing to the bounce mechanism?
How important is ball order?
How many balls should we use to achieve our desired drop to bounce height ratio?

In our one day of experimenting with the concept prototype, we formulated at least partial
answers to all the above questions. We also discovered several other potential issues. Our
findings are summarized below:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drilling out the holes was surprisingly easy, even with a small handheld drill gun.
The hollow rubber ball was most challenging to drill; it tears easily when punctured.
Even a small tear will be exacerbated by frequent use.
For the prototype, we chose the center visually and used a paper cup to hold each one in
place. With larger balls, it will be important to use a vice and a center finder.
Hole size is critical! The largest wiffle ball slowed the whole stack down because the
hole was too large, and the ball rattled around from side to side instead of simply slipping
up and down. Conversely, we had to drill out the pre-existing holes in the smallest wiffle
ball to keep it from catching on the wooden dowel. Before drilling, it had enough friction
to stop the bounce.
Friction is a large concern. The cable must be smooth and without flaws to minimize this.
Some other mechanism within the balls may be necessary.
Oscillation or bending of the dowel often ruined the drop and bounce paths, slowing them
down. The cable will absolutely need to have two points of contact; it will also need to be
well- tensioned.
Regarding ball order: mass matters much more than size. We tripled the bounce height by
moving the heavy foam ball underneath the much larger but much lighter wiffle ball.
Making the entire exhibit out of wiffle balls will not be possible as they do not possess
enough mass.
A mixture of ball types may be best, even though it will not be as aesthetically pleasing.
If we use balls of varying densities, lining the balls up from heaviest to lightest may not
result in the typical largest-to- smallest size gradient that is so iconic.
The balls occasionally bounce more than once; this may have key safety repercussions.
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Appendix F. Design Hazard Checklist
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Description of Hazard
Pinch points are created
between the balls and the
bounce platform.

Planned Corrective Action

Our goal is to test and see how much force
is created when the ball drops. We will use
this to guide our decision in how heavy to
make the balls. We will also be adding a
shield to discourage users from placing
their hands under or between the balls.
The top-most ball will be
We plan to incorporate a shield around the
launched high into the air at lower portion of the cable to prevent any
high speeds.
hands or other body parts to get in the way.
The combination of balls
This goes hand in hand with the pinching
will have a decent mass
hazard above. We would like to minimize
moving at a free fall.
the mass of the balls as much as possible.
Will be determined during testing.
The topmost ball is a
It will be constrained on a cable to ensure
projectile.
it only travels up and down. The shield we
discussed in the high-speed hazard above
will protect against this.
In order to lift the balls, the
The shield will protect bystanders from the
user will be underneath them dropping balls. The main user will be
to some extent.
exposed to them, but the balls should be
soft and light to prevent pinching.
Similar to the hazard above, Corrective action is mentioned in the cell
there will be potential
above.
energy introduced to the
system when the balls are
lifted.
The cable could be pulled
There are a multitude of unsafe ways that
on. The balls could be
this exhibit could be used. With the safety
thrown downwards. The
precautions we plan on implementing such
lever could be dropped on
as the shield by the stairs, our goal is to
someone.
minimize the ways people can harm
themselves.

Planned Actual
Date
Date
1/25/22

1/25/22
1/25/22

1/25/22

2/8/22

2/8/22

1/25/22
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Abstract
This Critical Design Review (CDR) is the third report detailing our team’s design of a Galilean
Cannon exhibit for the San Luis Obispo Children’s Museum. Part One described the needs of our
sponsor and target market, as well as background research on the concept. Part Two detailed our
ideation, decision making, and proofing process leading to our Preliminary Design concept. This
book represents the culmination of all design and prototyping done by the team since our
Preliminary Design Review (PDR) several months prior. It pertains specifically to design
functionality, design specifications/requirements, budget, manufacturing plans, and overall design
verification.
With sponsor approval, this will be our final design that we will construct, install, and test at the
SLO Children’s Museum.
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1. Introduction
Our team’s goal is to develop a functional, safe, and engaging Galilean Cannon exhibit for the
SLO Children’s museum that is capable of launching a small ball 30 feet in the air in a controlled
fashion. In the months since the Preliminary Design Review, we have continued to refine and
adjust our preliminary design to increase functionality, streamline production and assembly, and
reduce risk of failure. While safety is very important, our previous concept was over engineered
in that regard. In response to feedback from our sponsors and colleagues, we have removed the
shield and handle components in favor of direct manipulation. After studying the failure of a
similar exhibit, we reduced our ball size, and inserted fitted metal sleeves to reduce frictional wear
and tear from sliding along the metal wire. These design modifications, as well as specifics of our
finalized concept are described in detail in this report.
The contents of this document include specifications and justification for our design concept, along
with purchasing, manufacturing, assembly, and testing plans. It seeks to affirm that our current
exhibit design will function and meet all system performance requirements. In addition, this report
provides an estimate for the total cost of the exhibit. Sponsor approval of this report will indicate
that we are ready to begin purchasing, constructing, and testing our final Galilean Cannon.
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2. System Design
2.1 Overall Design

Figure 1. Finalized Galilean Cannon model, with the cabinet door hidden
At the bottom of the Galilean Cannon is a plywood cabinet. It has a 1-foot square base with a
height of 11 ¾ inches, and a hardwood platform on top. The cabinet houses a worm gear winch
mounted using concrete sleeve anchors through the plywood and into the concrete below.
Attaching the winch in such a way keeps the cabinet securely in place during operation and
provides tension for the cable. A hinged door is cut out of the right side of the cabinet and secured
with a hasp and key lock.
1
Throughout the center of the Galilean Cannon is a taut 16
inch diameter vinyl coated steel cable.
The cable is wound around the winch in the cabinet, fed through a hole in the top panel of the
cabinet, and mounted to a beam along the ceiling of the atrium. Additionally, the cable is threaded
through a hole in four rubber balls of descending masses and one projectile ping pong ball. Wound
around the top mounting bolt is a spring-loaded stopper system keeping the balls from hitting the
ceiling beam.

Figure 1 shows the CAD model of our official design. A comparison of past designs can be seen
in section 3.1
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2.2 Design Functionality
To operate the Galilean Cannon, children will grasp the stack of balls from the bottommost ball,
and lift them to a height of their choosing. As the child releases the stack, the balls will fall in
perfect vertical alignment and impact the top of the cabinet. Upon impact, all the energy in the ball
stack system will be transferred into the rebound of just the top ping pong ball. Due to conservation
of linear momentum, the smallest ball will achieve a launch height much greater than the initial
drop height. Hopefully this phenomenon will then fill the child with excitement for learning.
To maximize rebound height of the smallest ball, we must reduce energy loss of the entire stack.
To reduce energy loss through friction, we selected a vinyl coated cable, and inserted metal sleaves
within the rubber balls to reduce friction between the balls and cable. Moreover, to reduce energy
loss through vibrations in the cable or misalignment of the balls, we included the winch in the
cabinet to maintain and control tension.
In case the top ping pong ball reaches the ceiling, the spring stopper system is there to absorb the
energy of ball to prevent damage to the ping pong ball by impacting the metal support beam.

2.3 Subsystems and Components
The five major subsystems of the Galilean Cannon are the cable assembly, the base assembly, the
ball assembly, and the décor. Each subsystem and component in this design is described in more
detail below. Specific information about sourcing, sizing, manufacturing, or cost can be found in
the appendices.
2.3.1

Cable Assembly

Figure 2. Steel cable and spring stopper assembly.
1
The cornerstone for the cable assembly is the 16
inch diameter vinyl coated steel cable. To the
viewer, the cable only looks 30ft in length which is the height of the ground to the ceiling beam.
However, the cable will actually be around 50ft in length; the other 20ft of cable will be wrapped
around and properly attached to the winch at the bottom in the cabinet. The chosen Dutton-Lainson
Company 1500 lbs Worm Gear Winch with Hex Drive allows the exhibit maintenance person to
tighten the cable with a force moment parallel to the ground, using a basic socket wrench. At the
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top end of the assembly, the cable will be looped through an eyebolt installed in the ceiling beam
1
and secured using 16
inch zinc-plated wire rope clamps. Moreover, the cable will be threaded
through the center of the spring stopper assembly, shown in Figure 2, that is mounted to the eyebolt
or beam. The spring stopper assembly is made of a 5/8-inch diameter stopper attached to a 1.75inch long 0.46 inch diameter spring.
2.3.2

Base Assembly

Figure 3. Cabinet base with hidden door.
The base of the Galilean Cannon is the 1ft square cabinet pictured in Figure 3. The front, back,
sides and bottom of the cabinet are cut pieces of ¾ inch oak plywood, while the top panel is a 1inch thick piece of maple hardwood. The box cabinet is constructed in a sandwich style between
the top and bottom panels and fastened together using #9 x 2.5 inch Phillips screws. Furthermore,
the hole through center of the top panel will be slightly larger than 1/16 inch to allow the cable to
be easily threaded through. On the right-side panel there will be a cut out for an 8x8 inch door
made from the same plywood and attached via metal hinges. To prevent children from opening the
door, a hasp will be attached to the door and cabinet and secured with a key lock.
2.3.3

Ball Assembly

Figure 4. Ball assembly, arranged from largest to smallest.
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The ball assembly, pictured in Figure 4, contains 5 balls—the bottom four balls are varying sizes
of YoFellas Dog Fetch solid rubber balls, and the top ball is a ping pong ball. The diameters and
masses of each ball are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Ball assembly component and sizing information.
Ball
Mass (g)
Diameter (in)
Ping Pong
2.7
1.57
YoFellas Small
72.6
1.77
YoFellas Medium
127
2.36
YoFellas Large
208.7
2.76
YoFellas X-Large
362.9
3.38
We purposefully chose a ping pong ball as the top ball because the mass is a fraction of the mass
of even the smallest rubber balls. When all the energy from the drop is transferred into the ping
pong ball during the bounce, it will rebound much farther than another rubber ball would.
Each ball has a hole drilled through the center to allow it to move along the cable. Additionally,
all of the rubber balls have a metal sleeve made from a cut .24-inch diameter metal straw inserted
an attached with gorilla glue to into the inside of the holes to reduce friction and wear between the
balls and the cable.
2.3.4 Décor
The final subassembly of the Galilean Cannon is the décor. The décor will include a space-themed
informative plaque and space-themed decorations. The plaque will explain how to operate the
Galilean Cannon and the describe the science behind the phenomenon. Additional space
decorations will be finalized later.

2.4 iBOM and Drawing & Spec Package
The indented Bill of Materials, or iBOM, contains the part number, material, sizing, sourcing, and
pricing information for each of the components, and is indented according to the assembly levels.
It is included along with the Drawing & Specifications Package in Appendix A.

2.5 Cost Breakdown
The cost for the verification prototype minus the decor is shown on Table 2.
Table 2. Estimated cost for each subsystem, minus shipping and tax.
Subsystem
Cost
Cable Assembly
$193.63
Base Assembly
$91.35
Ball Assembly
$50.01
Total
$334.99
This breakdown does not include tax or shipping costs. For a more detailed estimate, see the budget
in Appendix A.
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3. Design Justification
Construction of our structural prototype was delayed due to supply chain and shipping issues. As
such, we have not been able to complete many of our analyses that relied on this prototype. Despite
this setback, we have obtained key data and information from other sources to indicate whether
our proposed design will meet the specifications outlined in our Scope of Work.

3.1 Design Modifications
In the months since our PDR, we also received several negative indicators that prompted
significant design modifications. Most significantly, we met with Oh Wei San (Design Engineer)
and Ellen Ng (Exhibit Director) of the Singapore Science Centre. As of this last year, this
prominent museum features a Galilean Cannon exhibit very similar to the one we are developing
for the SLO Children’s Museum. They experienced many of the same difficulties that we have
encountered, and attempted many of the same solutions. Unfortunately, their first exhibit lasted
only a few months before requiring major redesign and reconstruction. Our team met with Wei
San and Ellen over zoom to learn which design elements were successful, and which would need
to be reconsidered.

3.1.1 Shield Reduction
The preliminary design we presented to our sponsor during PDR included a round bounce platform
with a built-in stepstool, and a tall shield with a slot to accommodate a handle in the balls. The
cabinet housed a ratchet mechanism for tightening the cable and covered the eyebolt that anchored
the cable to the floor (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. Original Galilean Cannon concept as of PDR
In our PDR presentation, our sponsor expressed reservations about the awkwardness of the handle
and tall shield. We also quickly realized that the handle would function as a lever arm, exerting a
large bending moment rather than a simple upwards force that would cause wear on the inside of
the balls and likely be difficult to use. In light of these realizations, our final PDR report presents
a simplified concept involving only a short, round acrylic shield, as seen in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Modified Galilean Cannon Concept after PDR
In discussions with designers from the museum in Singapore, we discovered that their exhibit
guards against finger pinching injuries only through signage and minimized ball weight. Moreover,
we found that sourcing the shield was difficult and expensive; it would have been the most
expensive component in our product, and still have required modification. With sponsor approval,
we decided to remove the shield from our product entirely.

3.1.2 Platform/Base Simplification
In considering the construction of the structural prototype, we affirmed that manufacturing the
cabinet ourselves will be the cheapest way to get it to the exact specifications we require. However,
we decided that a plain, square cabinet will be easiest to manufacture, rather than a round one with
a built in stepstool. If a stepstool is still necessary, we can purchase one very cheaply and easily.
In researching tensioning mechanisms, we realized that a winch would be more appropriate for the
type of cable we have chosen. The winch can be anchored directly to the floor—even better, it will
anchor the cabinet along with it—eliminating the need for a bottom eyebolt. These changes are all
reflected and illustrated in Section 2 above.

3.1.3 Ball Redesign
Sourcing the balls has been our team’s biggest design challenge. Our ball selection process
described in the Scope of Work focused on mathematical analysis and choosing materials and sizes
that optimize bounce height. We are now much more focused on finding any type/number of balls
that will work and wear well.
The Singapore team tried foam balls in their prototyping and found that they did not last long
against the steel cable, nor did they transfer energy well. Their first exhibit used rigid, hollow
plastic balls designed for zoo animals. In addition to the excess noise produced by the bounce, the
holes were quickly torn out by the cable, and needed to be replaced after only a few short months
of operation. Their new exhibit uses small, solid rubber balls with metal sleeves inserted to protect
them from and reduce friction with the wire. These balls are much smaller and do not have as high
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of a bounce ratio, but this has not reduced the popularity nor functionality of the exhibit. It is
anticipated that they will last much longer due to the metal sleeves.
In light of this information, we will also be using solid, rubber balls with metal tubing inserted for
all except the smallest ball. Specific ball descriptions, as well as modification and assembly plans,
are discussed elsewhere in this report.

3.2 How Our Design Meets the Specifications
The following list of specifications comes from the House of Quality exercise in the Scope of
Work report. Although we have not completed testing and evaluations, these requirements have
driven many, if not all, of our design decisions.
1. Length of Child engagement
We plan to test child engagement with our structural prototype, once it is complete. Ellen and Wei
San at the Singapore Science Centre reported that their equivalent exhibit is very popular, and that
child engagement with the Singapore Galilean Cannon meets our proposed specifications. This is
a favorable indication that our cannon will as well.
2. Time to Grasp Functionality
Our plaque and graphics will be instrumental in meeting this specification. Michelle Jenkins from
the SLO Children’s Museum will run our proposed plaque design by the museum’s educators and
graphic designers to ensure it is appropriate and instructive. The Singapore team also indicated
that parent involvement significantly impacted the children’s ability to use the exhibit properly.
We also hope to do some preliminary testing on this specification with our Structural Prototype.
3. Pedestrian Passing Space
Theoretically, moving from a cylindrical to a square platform could infringe on the pedestrian
passing space. However, the proposed cabinet size of 1’ x 1’ will fit very well in the corner by the
stairs, especially with the removal of the integrated stepstool. In addition, we have located and
oriented the cabinet door to allow easy access to the winch inside without impeding the workspace
or walkway.
4. Vertical Alignment
As indicated in previous reports, the tight cable through the center of the cabinet and balls will
keep all the balls vertically aligned. The proposed use of a pendulum alignment mechanism during
installation and the inclusion of a winch for tensioning will also help us meet this specification.
5. Footprint at Base of Structure
We have estimated that the proposed location possesses a floor space of approximately 5’ x 5’.
Our current cabinet design only has a 1’x1’ footprint. Even with a removable step stool, our design
will most certainly meet this specification.
6. Mathematical Analysis
Preliminary mathematical analysis is described below in Section 3.3. Our simplified Excel model
currently meets this specification.
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7. Experimental Analysis
This analysis relies on the completion of one functional prototype. We will begin testing our first
full set of balls as soon as they are delivered.
8. Force of Impact of Bounce
This numerical specification was based on unreliable data. Based on sponsor feedback, we have
decided to make it a “go/no go” indicator instead. If the balls don’t cause hurt or injury when
dropped, this specification will have been met. Again, this cannot be tested without a prototype.
However, the type of balls we chose should meet this specification, according to our
contemporaries at the Singapore Science Centre. They have not had any issues with finger pinching
to date.
9. Bounce Height to Drop Height Ratio
This ratio is also calculated in our Excel calculator (see Section 3.3). Although this model is
heavily simplified, it currently meets our specification. Once we get the balls set up on a prototype,
we will begin obtaining experimental results.
10. Installation in Museum
This is a “go/no go” specification; either the exhibit can be installed in the exhibit, or it cannot be.
Our modular cabinet, cabinet door orientation, and simplified anchoring design have all been
generated with this specification in mind. We also plan to have the museum contractor, Steven,
review our plan and assist in both anchoring processes.
11. Parts Sourced Commercially
As discussed in Section 4.1, most of our components can be purchased on Amazon, Home Depot,
or McMaster Carr. Only the bounce platform is being custom-ordered, and it is a single piece of
wood readily available from any commercial lumber supplier. We are making several simple
modifications to purchased components (mainly the balls, sleeves, and platform), and constructing
one component ourselves, but this still meets the 80% commercially-sourced requirement. More
importantly, this procurement plan has preliminary approval from our museum sponsors.

3.3 Analysis
For preliminary calculations of Galilean Cannon bounce height, we created an excel calculator.
Essentially, the calculator uses conservation of energy equations to calculate bounce height of the
smallest ball. The potential energy of the total ball stack, at the drop height, is equal to the potential
energy of smallest ball at the peak rebound height. This relationship is shown in the following
equation:
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡 ℎ𝑑 𝑔 = 𝑚1 ℎ𝑏 𝑔
Eq.1
where mtot and m1 equal the total mass of the balls and the mass of the top and hd and hb equal the
drop height and bounce height. Thus, we can plug in our system values into equation 1 to calculate
the bounce height. However, this is assuming completely elastic collisions. If our system were
truly fully elastic, the top ball would rebound to a height of 1146 feet, which is far from realistic.
To factor in in-elastic collisions between the balls, we added an energy transfer percentage
coefficient (γ) to the power of n number of collisions (number of balls N in the system minus one)
to the right side of equation.
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𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡 ℎ𝑑 𝑔𝛾 𝑁−1 = 𝑚1 ℎ𝑏 𝑔

Eq.2

Using equation 2, the spreadsheet is able to calculate a more realistic bounce height.
After performing some basic drop tests between the YoFellas Balls and a ping pong ball, we
manually calculated that the typical amount of energy transferred between the balls is around
39.4%. Inputting 39.4% as the energy transfer coefficient, our ball masses, and a drop height of
4ft into our excel calculator, we calculated the top smallest ball to reach a bounce height of 27.6ft.
A screenshot of our excel calculator can be found in Appendix C.

3.4 Proof of Concept: Structural Prototype

Figure 7. Structural prototype with real balls and simplified cabinet base.
The structural prototype, shown in Figure 7, features a simplified cabinet base made from melanin
board and 2x4 beams. It uses paracord in place of the steel cable, but holds the actual set of balls
(minus the ping pong ball) listed in Table 1 that we plan to use in our final exhibit. These balls
also include metal sleeves, of a similar design to those we picked out for the actual cannon.
Constructing the structural prototype reaffirmed our choice of balls, as they are eye-catching, wellweighted, and easy to drill into, re-emphasized the need for metal sleeves, and helped to solidify
the final cabinet dimensions. The prototype construction also required testing out the sleeve cutting
and installing processes, discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.3; it was even easier than anticipated.
Finally, building the structural prototype caused us to reconsider our plan to drill into the thin sides
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of the plywood walls. As seen in Figure 8, this resulted in non-square corners, and could have
caused splitting as well. Per shop tech recommendation, we plan to modify our construction to
include triangle support pieces in the interior corners of the cabinet.

Figure 8. Non-square corner of structural prototype cabinet base.
If we can add enough tension to the cord and a ping pong ball that slides easily enough, we plan
to use the structural prototype to calculate a preliminary bounce ratio using our chosen set of balls.
This may require changing to a different type of cable.

3.5 Safety, Maintenance, and Repair Considerations
Our updated Design Hazard Checklist can be seen in Appendix E. Our design still contains all of
the same hazards, as most of them are inherent in the ball dropping concept. However, using
smaller, lighter and rubber balls, will minimize the loads and accelerations, and thus the safety
risks.
We have also updated our Failure Modes and Effects Analysis, as seen in Appendix D. Removing
the handle and slotted shield removed several causes of potential failure modes, decreasing the
likelihood of those failure and the overall risk priority numbers. For example, the likelihood that
the users will not be able to interact with the balls is almost zero now that shield and handle failures
can no longer interfere.
Routine maintenance tasks should only include tightening the cable and inspecting the balls and
cabinet for wear from the cable and bounce forces. Components on the ceiling should not need any
routine maintenance, and only an occasional inspection. Components on the ground will be easily
accessible through the locking cabinet.
Out of all of the components, the balls are most likely to need repair or replacement. The raw
materials are readily available on Amazon, and we have simplified our modification process as
much as possible to facilitate any future repairs.
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3.6 Remaining Concerns
As discussed in this section, we have modified our design significantly since the Preliminary
Design Review. We have discussed most of these changes with our sponsor as they have occurred,
but we hope our modified design still fits with their original vision. We also require their approval
and assistance in the final installation.
Aside from concern about the continually-evolving design, our main worry is achieving the desired
bounce height. Using solid rubber balls has limited the size options, and may also reduce the
bounce ratio. The Singapore exhibit definitely does not meet our bounce height goal; our balls are
somewhat larger and heavier than theirs, but still may not make up the height.
Finally, conversation with the Singapore team has brought to light significant lifecycle challenges.
We will design our exhibit as best we can, but we cannot predict how quickly fatigue of use will
wear it down.

4. Manufacturing Plan
The Galilean Cannon exhibit contains two main components that must be custom manufactured or
modified by our team—the cabinet at the base of the exhibit, and the balls assembly Both of these
components can be manufactured at the shops on campus and then assembled/installed at the
museum. A summary of the manufacturing and assembly plans is given in this sections 4.2 and 4.3
respectively; for more detailed information, refer to Appendix A. The proposed schedule for these
processes can be seen in the Gantt Chart, located in Appendix G. Note that these dates are tentative
and dependent on the museum’s schedule, but are to be completed before the Senior Project Expo.

4.1 Procurement
In lieu of a true verification prototype, the goal is to have a fully functional exhibit installed in the
museum before the Senior Project Expo. Any parts that were used for previous prototypes and
testing will be purchased again to ensure that the exhibit looks good and has a long life. The
majority of our materials, such as the wood for the cabinet, the steel cable, and all fasteners, will
be purchased at the local Home Depot. The assortment of balls, the winch, and a few other smaller
components will be purchased on Amazon. Any remaining items, such as the eyebolt and spring,
will be purchased through McMaster Carr. We intend to use McMaster Carr for part sourcing only
when necessary, as their products are often more expensive. All these parts will be purchased by
the team using our provided senior project funds. Any parts already purchased for testing will also
be reimbursed through the senior project fund. All modifications and custom manufacturing will
be done by our team or with the help of the museum contractor, so we anticipate no outsourcing
costs.

4.2 Manufacturing
To reiterate, the instruction given below are only general explanations. Specific steps are outlined
at the end of Appendix A.
Balls
The goal is to drill a hole directly through the center of each ball so that the ball stays centered on
the steel cable and provides the best bounce possible. In order to find the center of the ball we must
first secure it in a vise. Secondly, we will use a center finder to mark the highest point on the ball
which will correspond to its center. Once the location is marked, we can then use the drill press to
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drill down through the center. We have to move slowly with the press as to not tear the rubber
which would leave an uneven hole. This would make inserting the metal tubing more difficult and
possible cause unwanted friction on the steel cable. If this process does not work on the ping pong
ball because of the more brittle material, we will use a reamer or other specialized tool instead.
Metal Sleeves
For each rubber ball in the Galilean Cannon, a metal sleeve must be manufactured to accompany
it. The length of each metal sleeve will measure approximately 2/3 the diameter of its
corresponding ball. To manufacture, measure out and mark the desired length along the tubing.
After each mark is made, the tubing can be cut using tubing cutters and set aside for later assembly.
Cabinet
The cabinet will be constructed of red oak plywood for the walls and base with standard
construction screws to hold it together. First, we will mark and cut the red oak plywood to the
necessary dimensions to make all four of the walls. From one wall piece we will cut out an 8”x8”
square aligned on the bottom and centered from side to side. Once each piece is cut, we can then
use the hand-held drill to drill each thru hole and pilot hole. For two of the cabinet walls, three thru
holes will be added on opposite sides from each other. Similarly, on the remaining two wall pieces,
three pilot holes will be drilled on opposite edges of the board to match the hole pattern of the first
two walls. Once these steps are completed, the walls can then be screwed together by aligning the
hole patterns and driving in the construction screws.
For the base of the cabinet, we will have a 1-foot square piece of red oak plywood. Five thru holes
will be drilled at equal spacing on each side of the base. For each of these holes, a corresponding
pilot hole should be drilled in the bottom side of the wall pieces. Additionally, thru holes must be
added to the center of the base, matching the pattern of the winch mounting plate so that we can
later attach the winch. Lastly, just as the walls were fastened, we will align the hole patterns and
drive in the construction screws. Wood construction screws will also be driven through the
plywood to anchor the hinges and hasp to both the door and cutout wall.

4.3 Assembly
Ball Assembly
Before assembling the entire exhibit, we must insert the sections of metal tubing into their
corresponding balls. To do this we will apply glue to the outer diameter of each metal sleeve and
press it into the hole in the ball. If pressing the tubing in by hand is not enough, we can use an
arbor press to aid in the process.
Top Mounting Assembly
To attach the steel cable to the ceiling we must first attach an eye bolt to a support member. The
first step is to drill a pilot hole in the support beam and then screw the eyebolt in. As an additional
precaution we also plan to apply Loctite to the eyebolt for a better hold.
Bottom Mounting Assembly
To ensure that our cable is aligned vertically, we plan on attaching a pendulum to the eyebolt in
the ceiling. After letting the pendulum settle, we can mark the point on the ground indicating a
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near perfect alignment. With this mark in place, we can then center the winch and mark the
locations for the concrete anchors. Once the holes are marked we will drill the holes for the anchors
and install the anchors.
Spring Stopper Assembly
The spring stopper minimizes the impact force of the balls on the eyebolt and ceiling beam. To
install the stopper, we will first wrap one end of the spring multiple times around the eye bolt.
Next, we will attach the other end of the spring to the rubber stopper.
General Cable Assembly
The next step in assembly is to put up the steel cable. First, we will thread the cable through the
spring and stopper. Then the steel cable can be threaded through the eyebolt located in the ceiling
and secured with a fastener.
Overall Assembly
Once each component is in place, we can move on to assembling the base of the exhibit. First the
holes on the winch mounting plate and the cabinet base must be aligned with the holes drilled in
the concrete. The anchor bolts can then be drilled into the base to secure the winch and cabinet to
the ground. The balls must then be added to the cable in the correct order. Once the balls are on
the cable, we will thread the cable through the hole drilled in the center of the cabinet platform.
The cabinet platform can then be attached to the rest of the base using a handheld drill and
construction screws.
With the platform in place, we now must work through the door located on the backside of the
platform. The steel cable must be wrapped around the winch and secured using the indicated
fastener. Finally, with everything in place, we can turn the winch using a socket wrench and add a
suitable amount of tension to the cable.

4.3.1 Note on Certain Assembly Items
We in the Cal Poly Galilean Cannon Senior Project Design Team do not claim qualification to or
liability for modifying existing structures at the SLO Children’s Museum in any way that might
be permanent or damaging. We will seek the approval and assistance of the Museum’s contractor
for installation steps that include drilling into the ceiling beam and concrete floor of the museum,
as well as attaching or inserting the eyebolt and concrete anchors.

5. Design Verification Plan
5.1 Evaluation of our Specifications
Table 3 below was taken from our Scope of Work. It lists our design specifications and the
requirements that need to be met for each one. Each specification varies in what exactly is being
measured, the tolerance allowed, risk associated with it, and type of verification that is necessary
to consider that specification satisfied. We will verify that our design meets each of these
requirements through either testing (T), analysis (A), inspection (I), or some combination of these
three compliance methods. For example, length of child engagement will be checked using testing;
we will be conducting a study to actively monitor how much time each child interacts with the
prototype while in the museum.
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Table 3. Design specifications with testing information and compliance methods.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Specification Description
Length of child engagement
Time to grasp functionality
Pedestrian passing space
Vertical alignment
Footprint at base of
structure
Mathematical analysis
Experimental analysis
Force of impact of bounce
Bounce- to drop-height ratio
Installation in museum
Parts sourced commercially

Requirement (units)
2 (minutes)
2 (minutes)
30 (inches)
90 (degrees)

Tolerance
+/- 1
MAX
MIN
+/- 1

Risk
L
M
M
M

Compliance
T
T
I, T
I, T

5 (feet)

MAX

L

I, T

30 (feet)
30 (feet)
9 (Newtons)
5
Go/NoGo
80 %

MIN
MIN
MAX
+/- 1
N/A
MIN

L
L
H
M
M
H

A
A, I, T
A, I, T
A, I
T, I
A

5.2 Planned Tests
Verification of most of these specifications depends on the completion of either our Structural (SP)
or Verification (VP) prototypes. The first two tests, length of child engagement and time to grasp
functionality, will be tested via studies to monitor the time spent at the exhibit and time taken to
fully use the exhibit as intended. These tests will be conducted after installation of a prototype at
the museum. Tentative dates to begin each test are shown in our team Gantt chart provided in
Appendix G. Additionally, pedestrian passing space, vertical alignment, and exhibit footprint at
the base of structure will be tested and inspected upon installation of our verification prototype in
the museum. These tests, however, will require the use of proper tools such as levels, measuring
tapes, and protractors to achieve our desired results. Bounce to drop height ratio along with
experimental analysis will all be tested both before and after the installation process, using both of
our senior prototypes. These two tests will involve dropping multiple series and configurations of
balls in order to collect enough data to make our mathematical bounce calculator as accurate as
possible for our final design. These tests are all explained in greater detail in Appendix F: Design
Verification Plan.

6. Conclusion
Since the Preliminary Design Review, we have simplified and improved upon our design to help
it match our sponsor’s ideals. We have identified sources for all the necessary components and
put together a thorough budget that comes in well under the funds available. We performed
preliminary mathematical analysis using an excel calculator to justify our design choice. We
have also put together a comprehensive process for manufacturing and assembling the Galilean
Cannon. The meeting with the Singapore Science Centre proved to be extremely helpful in the
design process and has provided us with invaluable insight moving forward. With that, we’re
excited to begin construction and truly determine what will work best for this exhibit and the San
Luis Obispo Children’s Museum.
To those at the San Luis Obispo Children’s Museum, may we proceed with our purchasing,
building, and testing plans for this Galilean Cannon?
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Appendix A: Drawing and Specifications Package (including iBOM and Assembly steps)
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Galilean Cannon Exhibit
Indented Bill of Material (iBOM)
Assy
Level

0
1
2
3
2
3
4
3
4
4
4
2
3
3
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
1
2
2

Part
Number

10000
1000
1100
1110
1200
1210
1211
1220
1221
1222
1223
1300
1310
1320
2000
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
3000
3100
3110
3120
3130
3140
3150
3200
3300
4000
4100
4200
Total Parts

Descriptive Part Name

Lvl0 Lvl1 Lvl2 Lvl3 Lvl4
Final Assy
Cable Assembly
Cable
Cable fastener (pkg)
Top Mounting Assy
Eyebolt
Loctite
Spring stopper Assy
Spring
Stopper
Bell (optional)
Bottom Mounting Assy
Winch
Mounting bolts (pkg)
Base Assembly
Cabinet Assembly
Door
Hinges (pkg)
Door lock
Platform
Walls
Base
Fasteners (pkg)
Hasp
Ball Assembly
Ball set
Ping-Pong Ball
Small
Medium
Large
Extra Large
Metal Sleeves (pkg)
Super Glue
Décor
Plaque
??

Qty
Qty to
needed Purchase

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

75

26

1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
4

1
2
1
1
4
1
40
1

1
1
1
1
1
4
1

Mat'l
Cost

$ 28.00
$ 2.50
$ 1.91
$ 6.49
$ 7.14
$ 6.03
$ 5.99
$ 119.99
$ 15.58
$ 3.47
$ 8.99
$ 36.48
$ 27.34
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

8.97
6.10
4.99
6.59
6.99
7.99
9.99
6.99
6.47
-

Production
Cost*

Total
Cost

$ 28.00
$ 2.50
$
$

1.91
6.49

$
$
$

7.14
6.03
5.99

$ 119.99
$ 15.58

$
$ 3.47
$ 8.99
$ 36.48
$ 27.34
$
$ 8.97
$ 6.10

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4.99
6.59
6.99
7.99
9.99
6.99
6.47
-

Part Source

More Info

Link

------------Home Depot part number 806376 100ft
Cable
Home Depot part number 44434
Fastener
------McMaster
part number 9494T52
Eyebolt
Amazon
Loctite Blue -Medium Strength
Loctite Blue
------McMaster
part number 9657K369 (Qty. 6)
Spring
McMaster
part number 9540K916 (Qty. 10)
Stopper
Amazon
Call Bell
Bell
------Amazon
Dutton-Lainson Company WG1500HD 1500 lbs Worm Winch
Gear Winch with Hex Drive
Home Depot Part number 702965, 15pk, 3/8"x3"
Concrete Anchors
------------Home Depot Included in walls
Oak Plywood
Home Depot Part number 15165
Hinges
Amazon
Master Lock with Key
Lock
Hardwood LumberHARD
Company
MAPLE WIDE PLANK (FACE GRAIN) COUNTERTOP,
Hardwood
12"x12"x1.5"
Plank
Home depot 3/4" x 2' x 4' PureBond Red Oak Plywood project panelOak Plywood
Home Depot Included in walls
Oak Plywood
Home depot Box of 80, #9 x 2.5 inch, outdoor, Phillips
Wood screws
McMaster
part number 1546A7
Hasp
------------Amazon
Franklin Sports Table-Tennis ball - 6pk
Table-Tennis Ball
Amazon
YoFellas Fetch Ball - small
Small Ball
Amazon
YoFellas Fetch Ball - medium
Medium Ball
Amazon
YoFellas Fetch Ball - large
Large Ball
Amazon
YoFellas Fetch Ball - extra large
XL Ball
Amazon
Reusable stainless steel drinking straws
Metal straws
Home depot Gorilla glue
Gorilla Glue
------Sponsor
Museum will supply

$ 334.99

*Note: All parrt modification and assembly will occur in the Cal Poly machine shops or at the museum using the museum contractor. Therefore we anticipate all production costs to be free.
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NO.
1
2
3
4

B
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PART NAME / Part Number
Cable - 1100
Cabinet - 2100
Winch - 1310
Ball Assembly - 3000
Top Spring Assembly 1200
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QTY.

Steel Wire
3/4" Oak Wood
Steel Wire Winch
Rubber Balls (1"-4")
Spring / Rubber
Stopper

1
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1
1
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DESCRIPTION/SUGGESTED SPECIFICATIONS

Sleeve Type Anchors—

Dynabolt®

SPECIFIED FOR ANCHORAGE INTO CONCRETE, GROUT-FILLED CONCRETE BLOCK,
HOLLOW CONCRETE BLOCK AND BRICK

Sleeve Anchors

Versatile,
Medium-Duty
Sleeve Anchor

Dynabolt
Masonry
Sleeve
Anchor

Sleeve type anchors feature a split expansion sleeve over a threaded stud bolt body
and integral expander, nut and washer.
Anchors are made of Plated Carbon Steel, or Type 18-8 Stainless Steel.
Anchors should be installed with carbide tipped hammer drill bits made in
accordance to ANSI B212.15-1994.
Anchors are tested to ASTM E488 criteria.

ADVANTAGES
n
n
n
n
n

Anchor diameter equals hole diameter
Available in hex head and three other head styles
Available 1/4 - 3/4” diameter up to 6-1/4” length
Zinc plated carbon steel and 304 stainless steel
Provides full 360° hole contact over large area
and reduces concrete stress

n Heavy-loading capacity
n Preassembled for faster, easier installations
n Dynabolt can be installed through object to
be fastened
n Sleeve design improves holding power
n No pre-spotting of holes necessary

Available Head Styles

Full range of head style, corrosion protection, and sizes makes the
Dynabolt Sleeve the right product for almost any application.
Phillips Flat Head

Hex Nut

(FS)

(HN)

INSTALLATION STEPS
1.Use a carbide tipped drill
Dynabolt
Hex Nut Sleeve Anchor

APPROVALS/LISTINGS

bit whose diameter is equal
to the anchor. See Chart to
determine proper size bit for
anchor used. Dnll hole to any
depth exceeding minimum
embedment. Clean hole.

2. Insert assembled

anchor through fixture and into hole so
that washer or head
is flush with materials to be fastened.

3. Expand anchor

by tightening nut
or head 2 to 3
turns.

APPLICATIONS

Meets or exceeds U.S. Government G.S.A. Specification A-A-1922A
(Formerly GSA: FF-S-325 Group II, Type 3, Class 3)
Factory Mutual

Electrical junction boxes are common
applications for the Dynabolt Sleeve
anchor because it works well in solid
concrete, concrete block, and brick.
It is also available in several finished
head styles.

Call our toll free number 800-848-5611 or visit our web site for the most
current product and technical information at www.itwredhead.com

The Dynabolt Sleeve anchor works
well in hollow materials like brick and
block. It is available in zinc-plated
carbon steel and 304 stainless steel.
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SELECTION CHART

Dynabolt

Carbon Steel w/Zinc Plating
HEAD STYLE

PART NO.

ANCHOR DIA. EFFECTIVE ANCHOR LENGTH* BOLT DIA. /
& DRILL BIT
THREADS PER
SIZE
in.
(mm)
INCH

(mm)

in.

(mm)

5/16"

1-1/2

(38.1)

1/4" / 20

1-1/4

(31.8)

1/4

(6.4)

100 / 4.0

1000 / 41

HN-3817

3/8"

1-7/8

(47.6)

5/16" / 18

1-1/2

(38.1)

3/8

(9.5)

50 / 3.5

500 / 36

3

(76.2)

5/16" / 18

1-1/2

(38.1)

1-1/2

(38.1)

50 / 4.9

400 / 40

1/2"

2-1/4

(57.2)

3/8" / 16

1-7/8

(47.6)

3/8

(9.5)

25 / 3.3

250 / 34

HN-1222
HN-1230

3

(76.2)

3/8" / 16

1-7/8

(47.6)

1-1/8

(28.6)

25 / 4.0

200 / 33

HN-1240

4

(101.6)

3/8" / 16

1-7/8

(47.6)

2-1/8

(54.0)

25 / 5.3

200 / 44

3

(76.2)

1/2" / 13

2

(50.8)

1

(25.4)

25 / 7.0

150/ / 46

4-1/4

(108.0)

1/2" / 13

2

(50.8)

2-1/4

(57.2)

10 / 3.9

100/ / 41

HN-5830

5/8"

HN-5842

Phillips
Flat Head

in.

QTY/WT PER
MASTER CTN
qty / lbs.

HN-1614
HN-3830
Hex Nut

MAX. THICKNESS OF
MATERIAL TO BE FASTENED

QTY/WT PER
BOX
qty / lbs.

MIN. EMBEDMENT

HN-3440

3/4"

4

(101.6)

5/8" / 11

2-1/4

(57.2)

1-3/4

(44.5)

5 / 3.2

50/ / 33

FS-3840

3/8"

4

(101.6)

5/16" / 18

1-1/2

(38.1)

2-1/2

(63.5)

50 / 5.3

400 / 44

5

(127.0)

5/16" / 18

1-1/2

(38.1)

3-1/2

(88.9)

50 / 5.6

300 / 40

6

(152.4)

5/16" / 18

1-1/2

(38.1)

4-1/2

(114.3)

50 / 8.0

300 / 48

FS-3850

(head dia. .722)

FS-3860
* Phillips flat head uses a standard 80°– 82° counter sink.

*Effective Anchor Length
(FS)

Typical Applications—Shelf ledgers, electrical boxes, conduit
Environment—Interior (non-corrosive)
Level of Corrosion—Low

A
(HN)
A

SELECTION CHART

Dynabolt

304 Stainless Steel
HEAD STYLE
Hex Nut

PART NO.

in.

(mm)

BOLT DIA. /
THREADS PER
INCH

in.

(mm)

in.

(mm)

QTY/WT PER
BOX
qty / lbs.

SHN-3817

3/8"

1-7/8

(47.6)

5/16" / 18

1-1/2

(38.1)

3/8

(9.5)

50 / 3.5

500 / 36

SHN-1222

1/2"

2-1/4

(57.2)

3/8" / 16

1-7/8

(47.6)

3/8

(9.5)

25 / 3.3

250 / 34

4

(101.6)

3/8" / 16

1-7/8

(47.6)

2-1/8

(54.0)

25 / 5.3

200 / 44

2-7/8

(73.0)

5/16" / 18

1-1/2

(38.1)

1-3/8

(34.9)

50 / 3.8

500 / 40

4

(101.6)

5/16" / 18

1-1/2

(38.1)

2-1/2

(63.5)

50 / 5.3

400 / 44

SHN-1240
Phillips
Flat Head

MAX. THICKNESS OF
MATERIAL TO BE FASTENED

ANCHOR DIA.
& DRILL BIT
SIZE

SFS-3826
SFS-3840

3/8"

EFFECTIVE ANCHOR LENGTH

MIN. EMBEDMENT

QTY/WT PER
MASTER CTN
qty / lbs.

* Flat head uses a standard 80°– 82° counter sink.
For continuous extreme low temperature applications, use stainless steel.

Typical Applications—Cladding and Brick Ties
Environment—Slight to moderate degree of pollution
Level of Corrosion—Medium
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Call our toll free number 800-848-5611 or visit our web site for the most
current product and technical information at www.itwredhead.com

PERFORMANCE TABLE

Dynabolt

Ultimate Tension and Shear Values
in Solid Concrete (lbs/kN)*

Sleeve Anchors
ANCHOR
DIAMETER
in.
(mm)
1/4
5/16
3/8
1/2
5/8
3/4

INSTALLATION
TORQUE
ft. lbs. (Nm)

(6.4)
(7.9)
(9.5)
(12.7)
(15.9)
(19.1)

3.5
8
14
20
48
90

(4.7)
(10.8)
(19.0)
(27.1)
(65.1)
(122.0)

BOLT
DIAMETER
in.
(mm)

MINIMUM
EMBEDMENT
DEPTH
in.
(mm)

3/16
1/4
5/16
3/8
1/2
5/8

1-1/8
1-1/4
1-1/2
1-7/8
2
2-1/4

(4.8)
(6.4)
(7.9)
(9.5)
(12.7)
(15.9)

(28.6)
(31.8)
(38.1)
(47.6)
(50.8)
(57.2)

f’c = 2000 PSI (13.8 MPa)
ANCHOR
TYPE
(STEEL)

TENSION
lbs.
(kN)

Carbon or
Stainless

1,200
1,400
1,620
2,220
3,080
4,200

f’c = 3000 PSI (20.7 MPa)

SHEAR
lbs.
(kN)

(5.3)
(6.2)
(7.2)
(9.9)
(13.7)
(18.7)

1,215
2,040
2,560
3,250
6,440
10,200

TENSION
lbs.
(kN)

(5.4)
(9.1)
(11.4)
(14.5)
(28.6)
(45.4)

1,325
1,920
2,240
3,140
4,400
6,060

f’c = 4000 PSI (27.6 MPa)

SHEAR
lbs.
(kN)

(5.9)
(8.5)
(10.0)
(14.0)
(19.6)
(27.0)

1,215
2,220
2,800
4,000
7,240
11,600

TENSION
lbs.
(kN)

(5.4)
(9.9)
(12.5)
(17.8)
(32.2)
(51.6)

1,450
2,600
3,100
4,400
6,120
8,900

SHEAR
lbs.
(kN)

(6.4)
(11.6)
(13.8)
(19.6)
(27.2)
(39.6)

1,215
2,400
3,040
4,500
8,080
13,100

(5.4)
(10.7)
(13.5)
(20.0)
(35.9)
(58.3)

* For continuous extreme low temperature applications, use stainless steel.
* To calculate the Allowable Load of the anchor, divide the Ultimate Load by 4.

PERFORMANCE TABLE

Dynabolt

Ultimate Tension and Shear Values
in Lightweight Concrete (lbs/kN)*

Sleeve Anchors
ANCHOR
DIAMETER
in.
(mm)
1/4
5/16
3/8
1/2
5/8
3/4

(6.4)
(7.9)
(9.5)
(12.7)
(15.9)
(19.1)

INSTALLATION
TORQUE
ft. lbs.
(Nm)
3.5
8
14
25
48
90

(4.7)
(10.8)
(19.0)
(33.9)
(65.1)
(122.0)

BOLT DIAMETER
in.
(mm)
3/16
1/4
5/16
3/8
1/2
5/8

(4.8)
(6.4)
(7.9)
(9.5)
(12.7)
(15.9)

MINIMUM
EMBEDMENT
DEPTH
in.
(mm)
1-1/8
1-1/4
1-1/2
1-7/8
2
2-1/4

(28.6)
(31.8)
(38.1)
(47.6)
(50.8)
(57.2)

f’c = 4000 PSI (27.6 MPa)
ANCHOR TYPE
(STEEL)

Carbon or Stainless

TENSION
lbs.
(kN)

lbs.

870
1,260
1,620
2,600
3,240
3,640

730
1,680
2,300
2,400
5,600
8,640

(3.9)
(5.6)
(7.2)
(11.6)
(14.4)
(16.2)

f’c = 6000 PSI (41.4 MPa)

SHEAR
(kN)

TENSION
lbs.
(kN)

(3.2)
(7.5)
(10.2)
(10.7)
(24.9)
(38.4)

1,066
1,440
2,240
3,160
4,300
5,800

lbs.

(4.7)
(6.4)
(10.0)
(14.1)
(19.1)
(25.8)

SHEAR
(kN)

894
2,220
2,800
2,400
7,840
12,480

(4.0)
(9.9)
(12.5)
(10.7)
(34.9)
(55.5)

* To calculate the Allowable Load of the anchor, divide the Ultimate Load by 4.

PERFORMANCE TABLE

Dynabolt

Ultimate Tension and Shear Values
in Concrete Masonry Units (lbs/kN)*

Sleeve Anchors

LIGHTWEIGHT
ANCHOR INSTALLATION
DIAMETER
TORQUE
in.

(mm)

ft. lbs.

(Nm)

MINIMUM
BOLT
EMBEDMENT ANCHOR
DIAMETER
DEPTH
TYPE
in. (mm) in.
(mm) (STEEL)

1/4

(6.4)

3.5

(4.7)

3/16 (4.8) 1-1/8 (28.6)

3/8

(9.5)

15

(20.3)

5/16 (7.9) 1-1/2 (38.1)

1/2 (12.7)

25

(33.9)

3/8

5/8 (15.9)

55

(74.6)

1/2 (12.7)

3/4 (19.1)

90

(122.0)

5/8 (15.9) 2-1/2 (63.5)

(9.5) 1-7/8 (47.6)
2

(50.8)

HOLLOW CORE
TENSION
lbs.

(kN)

SHEAR
lbs.

MEDIUM WEIGHT
GROUT FILLED

TENSION

(kN)

lbs.

(kN)

HOLLOW CORE

SHEAR
lbs.

(kN)

TENSION
lbs.

(kN)

Carbon 1,120 (5.0) 1,215 (5.4) 1,120 (5.0) 1,215 (5.4) 1,120 (5.0)
Stainless 640 (2.8) 1,620 (7.2) 640 (2.8) 1,620 (7.2) 640 (2.8)
Carbon 1,360 (6.0) 2,560 (11.4) 1,360 (6.0) 2,560 (11.4) 1,360 (6.0)
Stainless 1,160 (5.2) 2,560 (11.4) 1,160 (5.2) 2,560 (11.4) 1,160 (5.2)
Carbon
N/A
N/A
2,200 (9.9) 3,500 (15.6)
N/A
Stainless
N/A
N/A
2,100 (9.3) 3,500 (15.6)
N/A
Carbon
N/A
N/A
3,080 (13.7) 6,440 (28.6)
N/A
Stainless
N/A
N/A
3,080 (13.7) 6,440 (28.6)
N/A
Carbon
N/A
N/A
4,200 (18.7) 10,200 (45.4)
N/A

GROUT FILLED

SHEAR
lbs.

(kN)

1,215 (5.4)
1,620 (7.2)
2,560 (11.4)
2,560 (11.4)
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

TENSION
lbs.

(kN)

SHEAR
lbs.

(kN)

1,120 (5.0) 1,215 (5.4)
640 (2.8) 1,620 (7.2)
1,360 (6.0) 2,560 (11.4)
1,160 (5.2) 2,560 (11.4)
2,200 (9.9) 3,500 (15.6)
2,100 (9.3) 3,500 (15.6)
3,080 (13.7) 6,440 (28.6)
2,820 (12.5) 6,440 (28.6)
4,200 (18.7) 10,200 (45.4)

* To calculate the Allowable Load of the anchor, divide the Ultimate Load by 4. The tabulated values are for anchors installed in a minimum of 12 diameters on center and a minimum edge distance of 6 diameters for 100 percent
anchor efficiency. Spacing and edge distance may be reduced to 6 diameter spacing and 3 diameter edge distance, provided the values are reduced 50 percent. Linear interpolation may be used for intermediate
spacings and edge distances.
Note: N/A is defined as Not Advisable.

Combined Tension and Shear Loading—for Dynabolt Anchors
Allowable loads for anchors subjected to combined shear and tension forces are determined by the following equation:
(Ps/Pt) + (Vs/Vt) ≤ 1
Ps = Applied tension load

Call our toll free number 800-848-5611 or visit our web site for the most
current product and technical information at www.itwredhead.com

Vs = Applied shear load

Pt = Allowable tension load

Vt = Allowable shear load
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Cabinet Manufacturing/Assembly (Part No: 2100)
Table Saw
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cut two pieces of ¾” red oak plywood to 10” x 12”
Cut two pieces of ¾” red oak plywood to 10” x 10.5”
Cut one piece of ¾” red oak plywood to 1’ x 1’
Cut an 8” x 8” square centered on the bottom of one of the long walls and set it aside for later
use
5. Sand all rough edges from table saw
Drill Press
1. Drill five thru holes at 1/16” diameter of equal spacing along each edge of the maple platform as
well as the 1’ x 1’ red oak base (Total of 16 holes)
2. Drill three thru holes at 1/16” diameter equally spaced along the short side of longer walls
3. Drill three pilot holes at 1/16” diameter and a depth of 1.5” equally spaced along the short edge
of the shorter walls
4. Drill five pilot holes at 1/16” diameter and a depth of 1.5” equally spaced along the longer edge
of each wall
5. Countersink all 1/16” diameter thru holes
6. Drill one thru hole at 1/8” diameter through the center of the maple platform
7. Drill thru holes to match the pattern of the winch mounting plate through the center of the
1’ x 1’ red oak piece
8. Sand all areas around holes
Handheld Drill
1. Fixture the walls such that the shorter pieces are sandwiched between the longer pieces to
create a 1’ x 1’ square
2. Ensure that each connection creates a 90-degree angle
3. Ensure that all thru holes located on the short side of the long walls are aligned with the holes
drilled in the short edge of the short sides
4. Screw together the walls using one screw for each of the twelve hole locations
5. Flip over the wall assembly and place the 1’ x 1’ red oak base on top aligning the through holes
with their corresponding pilot holes in the wall pieces
6. Attach the base to the walls using one screw for each of the 16 holes
7. Attach both hinges, equally spaced, to the wall with the 8” x 8” cutout
8. Retrieve the 8” x 8” square that was cut previously, center it in its original location, and screw
the other side of each hinge to it
9. Screw the hasp onto the door and wall for locking
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Assembly Plan
1. Preparation
a. Perform part modifications on balls (3110-3150) and sleeves (3200) as described above.
b. Assemble the cabinet (2100) by following the above steps. Do NOT attach the platform
(2140) until step 7(e) below.
c. The above preparations, as well as Step 2 below, Ball Assembly, can be completed in the
shop. Steps 3-7 must be completed in the museum.
2. Ball Assembly (3000)
a. Insert sleeves (3200) into balls (3120 – 3150).
b. Apply glue (3300) to sleeves if necessary.
c. Repeat for all rubber balls (3120 – 3150). Do NOT apply sleeve to ping pong ball (3110)
3. Top Mounting Assembly (1200)
a. Drill pilot hole for the eyebolt (see 1210) through the ceiling beam.
b. Apply Loctite (1211) to eyebolt (1210) and screw into ceiling beam.
4. Bottom Mounting Assembly (1300)
a. Affix pendulum alignment mechanism to top eyebolt (1200); mark the location directly
below it on the floor.
b. Center the winch (1310) over this location; mark holes for the concrete anchors (1320).
c. Drill concrete in these locations. Thread?
5. Spring Stopper Assembly (1220)
a. Attach one end of spring (1221) to the rubber stopper (1222).
6. General Cable Assembly (1000)
a. Thread the cable (1100) through the top eyebolt (1210).
b. Attach fastener (1110) to anchor the top of the cable around the eyebolt.
c. Thread the cable (1100) through the spring stopper (1220).
d. Attach free end of the spring (1221) to the top eyebolt (1210).
7. Overall Assembly (10000)
a. Align the pre-drilled winch mounting holes in the concrete (see step 4(d)) with the predrilled holes in the cabinet base (2160).
b. Set the winch (1310) on the cabinet base (2160) and align the mounting holes.
c. Thread the concrete anchors (1320) through the mounting holes in the winch (1310)
and cabinet base (2160) and into the pre-drilled concrete holes.
d. Arrange the ball assembly (3000) on the cable (1100) from smallest to largest.
e. Thread the cable (1100) through the hole in the cabinet platform (2140).
f. Using the pilot holes and handheld drill, screw down the platform (2140) onto the base
(2100) with the wood screws (2179).
g. Wind the cable (1100) through the mounted winch (1310) according to the winch
operating instructions.
h. Anchor the cable (1100) to the winch (1310) using the fastener (1110).
i. Wind up the cable (1100) in the winch (1310) so that the extended portion aligns with
the hole in the bounce platform as well as possible.
j. Tighten the cable (1100) in the winch (1310) with the socket wrench until the cable no
longer moves horizontally.
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Appendix B: Project Budget
Already Purchased
Description of items purchased

Vendor

Vendor SKU

Our Part No. Date purchased Method of Purchase

Link (If purchased online) Transaction amount Shipping/Tax Estimate Current Location of Material

Wiffle balls and bouncy balls

Dick's Sporting Goods

-

-

11/11/21 Reimbursement

-

$

42.27

-

Josh's Garage

Bouncy balls

Dick's Sporting Goods

-

-

11/11/21 Reimbursement

-

$

6.50

-

Josh's Garage

bucket, wooden dowel, wood, glue, duct tape Home Depot

-

-

11/11/21 Reimbursement

26.26

-

Josh's Garage

Large tennis balls, foam soccer balls, foam ball

Amazon

-

-

01/06/22 Reimbursement

$
https://www.amazon.com
/gp/product/B07XMMMTK $

51.30

-

Mariah

White Laminated Wood Shelf

Home Depot

-

-

1/22/22 Reimbursement

-

$

11.57

-

Josh's Car

1/8 in. x 50 ft. Assorted Color Paracord

Home Depot

-

-

1/22/22 Reimbursement

-

$

9.50

-

Josh's Car

Finishing nails

Home Depot

-

-

1/22/22 Reimbursement

-

$

1.65

-

Josh's Car

Wood Glue

Home Depot

-

-

1/22/22 Reimbursement

-

$

2.97

-

Josh's Car

Screws

Home Depot

-

-

1/22/22 Reimbursement

-

$

7.47

-

Josh's Car

Wood dowel

Home Depot

-

-

1/22/22 Reimbursement

-

$

1.61

-

Josh's Car

Planned Purchases
Description of items purchased

Vendor

Vendor SKU

Our Part No. Date purchased Method of Purchase

Link (If purchased online) Transaction amount Shipping/Tax Estimate Current Location of Material

Cable

Home depot

806376

1100

-

ProCard

Cable

$

28.00

-

Cable fastener

Home depot

44434

1110

-

ProCard

Fastener

$

2.50

-

Eyebolt

McMaster

9494T52

1210

-

ProCard

Eyebolt

$

1.91

Loctite

Amazon

-

1211

-

ProCard

Loctite Blue

$

6.49

Spring

McMaster

9657K369

1221

-

ProCard

Spring

$

7.14

$

8.60

-

Stopper

McMaster

9540K916

1222

-

ProCard

Stopper

$

6.03

$

8.60

-

Bell (tentative)

Amazon

-

1223

-

ProCard

Bell

$

5.99

-

-

Winch

Amazon

-

1310

-

ProCard

Winch

$

119.99

-

-

Mounting bolts

Home depot

702965

1320

-

ProCard

Concrete Anchors

$

15.58

-

-

Door

Home depot

(included in walls)

2110

-

ProCard

Oak Plywood

-

-

Hinges

Home depot

15165

2120

-

ProCard

Hinges

$

3.47

-

-

Door lock

Amazon

-

2130

-

ProCard

Lock

$

8.99

-

Platform

Hardwood Lumber Company

-

2140

-

ProCard

Hardwood Plank

$

28.45

Walls (PureBond Red Oak Plywood)

Home depot

204311230

2150

-

ProCard

Oak Plywood

$

27.34

Base

Home depot

(included in walls)

2160

-

ProCard

Oak Plywood

Screws

Home depot

134228

2170

-

ProCard

Wood screws

$

8.97

Hasp

McMaster

1546A7

2180

-

ProCard

Hasp

$

6.10

Ping-Pong ball

Amazon

-

3110

-

ProCard

Table-Tennis Ball

$

4.99

-

-

Small ball

Amazon

-

3120

-

ProCard

Small Ball

$

6.59

-

-

Medium ball

Amazon

-

3130

-

ProCard

Medium Ball

$

6.99

-

-

Large ball

Amazon

-

3140

-

ProCard

Large Ball

$

7.99

-

-

Extra large ball

Amazon

-

3150

-

ProCard

XL Ball

$

9.99

-

-

Metal sleeves

Amazon

-

3200

-

ProCard

Metal straws

$

6.99

-

-

Super glue

Home depot

837670

3300

-

ProCard

Gorilla Glue

$

6.47

-

$

488.06

Total expenses:
Budget:

$

1,000.00

Actual expenses:

$

488.06

Remaining balance:

$

511.94
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$

8.60

-

-

$

-

-

35.86

-

-

-

-

-

$

$

-

8.60

-

70.26

Appendix C: Analyses and Simulations
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Galilean Cannon
Product: _____________________________

Team: _____________________________
F35

Balls Tear

4

1) Balls tear from cable.
2) Bushings tear out of
balls.

Balls/
Interchangeable
Parts
Balls cannot be
replaced
a) Museum has to spend money on custom
parts
b) Musuem has to manufacture balls
c) Exhibit is out of service
3
1) Complicated bushings
are required.
2) Manufacturing company
used goes out of business
3) Custom ordered parts
go out of stock.

Base/ Bounce
Balls
Balls don't bounce
a) Children are underwhelmed
2

Base/ Transfer
Momentum
Energy Transfer does
not work
a) Ball does not reach maximum height

Base/ Shield
Passerbys
Exhibit not shielded
a) Balls hit and injure patons

System /
Function

Potential Failure
Mode

Potential Failure
Mode

Decor/ Contain
Colors
Décor is not attractive

Decor/ Embrace
Theme

Décor is not attractive

Decor/ Teach
Children

Doesn't Teach

Potential Effects of the Failure Mode

a) Balls don't go anywhere

Design FMEA Example.xlsx

a) Children uninterested in exhibit

a) Children frustrated with exhibit
b) Children leave exhibit

Severity

Cable Breaks

6

1) Monitor Balls

3

72
a) routinely check/replace
balls if necessary

1) reduce complexity
of balls to make them
more easily
accessible
4
1) Make sure
balls are still
purchasable
3

1) Bounce platform
breaks.
2) Cable tears through
hole and balls get stuck.
3) Cabinet shears.
1) Make sure cabinet
is flat on top, wellconstructed, and has
tight, square corners
3
1) Monitor Balls
2) Monitor cabinet

2
1) Bounce platform
breaks.
2) Bounce platform loses
rigidity.
1) Using hardwood
due to its long lasting
nature and bounce
rigidity.
2

7
1) Cabinet fails to lock.
2) Cabinet buckles.
1) Construct cabinet
using good materials
and assembly
procedures.

2
1) Colors fade over time.
2) Paint chips off.
1) Use colorful
materials to draw
attention

2

1) Theme loses popularity.
2) Theme targets incorrect
age group.
3) Decor elements detach.

3

1) Plaque uses ineffective
language.
2) Writing on plaque wears
off.
3) Plaque stand or
attachment breaks.

a) Balls don't achieve max height
b) Balls come lose
c) Cable hits patrons
d) Sharp cable pieces cut patrons

a) Balls don't achieve max height
b) Balls come lose
4

RPN

1

a) Children not attracted to exhibit

Detection

3

a) Children will not be attracted to exhibit

4
6
3
72

36
3
4
3
36

2
12
2
3
2
12

1) Monitor Balls
1
4
2
2
1
4

4
1) Monitor Cabinet
1
28
7
4
1
28

6
1) Monitor Décor
1
12
2
6
1
12

1) Use colorful
materials to draw
attention and connect
with Mars Rover

2

1) Monitor Décor

5

20

2

2

5

20

1) Survey completed
plaque text to see if
message gets across
in a simple, easy to
understand way

4

1) Interact with
children to see if
they are learning

3

36

3

4

3

36

Page 2 of 2
Detection

Balls not attractive

Current
Detection
Activities
Actions Taken

Energy Transfer does
not work

Galilean Cannon Team
Prepared by: _____________________________

Date: ________________
Dec 2021 (orig)

a) Children leave exhibit

a) Balls do not reach maximum height
b) Balls break through platform

Action Results

Design FMEA Example.xlsx

Balls/ Transfer
Momentum

Balls/ Encourage Balls are not
Interaction
interactable

4

5

5

a) Balls don't reach maximum height
b) Children uninterested

Mariah - 6/1/22

Balls/ Move

Expirement doesn't
work

5

Balls/ Respond Balls can not be lifted a) Children get frustrated with exhibit
to Touch
easily
b) Children leave exhibit

Balls/ Embrace
Balls not attractive
Theme

Balls/ Contain
Colors

Occurence

Current
Preventative
Activities

Balls are loose

Occurence

7

a) Balls don't achieve maximum height
b) Balls hit patrons

1) add steel sleeve
inside of ball
2) Glue sleeves to
keep them from
tearing out.

Cable/Secure
Balls

Severity

8

1) Monitor Balls

1) Use bushings to
reduce friction.
2) Check vertical
4
alignment of cable
and lifting mechanism
to reduce shearing.

2

Page 1 of 2

1) Testing on wether
or not the bushings
will result in lose of
bounce height

1) Monitor Balls

1) Monitor Balls

1) Handle breaks, making
1) Removed need for
balls unreachable through
a handle.
shield.
1) Bushings interfere with
bounce.
2) Balls lose elasticity
over time.

1) Monitor Balls

1) Including bushings
1) Balls have too much
to allow balls to slide
friction.
freely on steel cable. 5
3) Bearings become stuck
2) Ensure bushings fit
on cable.
properly.
1

1) Monitor Balls

1) Monitor Balls

1) Try to reduce ball
weight.
5
2) Ensure bushings fit
properly.

2

1) Theme loses popularity. 1) Matching theme
2) Theme targets incorrect with current popular
age group.
Mars Rover Exhibit
1) Balls have too much
friction.
2) Bearings become stuck
on cable.

6

1) Monitor Balls

1) Routinely
Check Cable
knots at bolts

1) Use chip and
corrosion resistant
1) Colors fade over time. paint
2) Paint chips off.
2) Apply Multiple
layers of primer and
paint to balls

RPN

4

4 32

2 10

1 25

1 25

5 10

1 18

2 56

3 72

1

a) Remove the need for a
handle.

a) find tighter bushings
b) have a laser to
continually check vertical
alignment

Mariah - 1/10/22

Marcus - April 7th

a) use a lighter weight cable
Jonas - 3/1/22
b) find larger eyebolts

Josh - 2/22/22

Responsibility &
Recommended Action(s) Target Completion
Date

1) Monitor Cable
Degradation of 3 54 a) shield cable from stairs
cable

1) Eyebolt shears out of
1) Ensure fastening is
ceiling beam.
tight at eyebolt and 3
2) Cable loop tears out of
winch
eyebolt or winch.

1) Cable tears through
balls.

Detection

1) Monitor
movement of balls
2 40
2) Check tension
of cable

Current
Detection
Activities

1) Monitor Ball
Order

2

5

Occurence

1

1) Balls inserted in wrong
order
1) Provide
2) Cable falls causing balls Instructions on ball
to fall in wrong order
arrangement

1) Shield Cable
2) Stop at max
tension
3) Bushings in balls

1) Cable detatches from
eyebolts.
2) Cable Breaks
3) Eyebolts detach from
floor or ceiling
4) Ratchet looses tension.

1) Too much friction
2) Too much tension
3) Tugging on cable

1) Minimun Tension
(research this)
2) Shield Cable
3) Monitor eyebolt
torques.

Potential Causes of
the Failure Mode

9

Current
Preventative
Activities

a) Balls won't achieve maximum height
Cable/ Attach to Detaches from floor or
b) Balls will not bounce again.
floor & ceiling ceiling
c) Eyebolt injures patron.

Potential Causes of
the Failure Mode

4

Design Failure Mode and Effects Analysis

a) Balls won't achieve maximum height
b) Deformation of balls due to increased
weight

Bounce isnt optimal

Responsibility &
Recommended Action(s) Target Completion
Date

Cable/Maintain
Ball Order

RPN

a) Children uninterested in exhibit

Cable/ Endure
Usage

Cable/ Constrain
Balls can move
Horizontal
horizontally
Movement

Potential Effects of the Failure Mode

Team: _____________________________
F35

Balls/ Endure
Usage
Severity

4

5

5

5

1

3

7

8

4

9

4

2

1

5

5

2

6

4

3

1

2

5

4

2

1

1

5

1

2

3

1

3

2

32

10

25

25

10

18

56

72

4

54

40

Revision Date: 2/3/22

Removed handle and
sheild.

Removed handle and
sheild.

Removed handle and
sheild.

Found proper cable and
eyebolts.

Found acrylic sheets to
use as stair shield if
necessary.

Actions Taken

Action Results
Occurence

Date: ________________
Dec 2021 (orig)

Galilean Cannon Team
Prepared by: _____________________________

Severity

Design Failure Mode and Effects Analysis

RPN

System /
Function
Detection

Galilean Cannon
Product: _____________________________
Appendix D: Failure Modes and Effects Analysis

Revision Date: 2/3/22
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Revision Date: 2/3/22

Appendix
E: Design
Hazards
Checklist
CDR - Updated
Design
Hazard
Checklist

Y

Project F35 Galilean Cannon

N

r

1. Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running,
shearing, punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or
similar action, including pinch points and sheer points?

r
r
r

2. Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?
3. Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?
4. Will the system produce a projectile?

r
r

5. Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?
6. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?

r
r
r
r

7. Will the system have any sharp edges?
8. Will any part of the electrical systems not be grounded?
9. Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage in the system above 40 V?
10. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels,
hanging weights or pressurized fluids?

r

11. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust fuel as part of
the system?

r

12. Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical
posture during the use of the design?

r

13. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in
either the design or the manufacturing of the design?

r
r

14. Can the system generate high levels of noise?

r

15. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such
as fog, humidity, cold, high temperatures, etc?
16. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner?

r

17. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please
explain on reverse.

For any “Y” responses, on the reverse side add:
(1) a complete description of the hazard,
(2) the corrective action(s) you plan to take to protect the user, and
(3) a date by which the planned actions will be completed.
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CDR - Updated Design Hazard Checklist

Description of Hazard

Project F35 Galilean Cannon

Planned Corrective Action

Planned Actual
Date
Date
2/17/22

Pinch points are created
between the balls and the
bounce platform.

We chose small rubber balls that should
not pinch. We will drop them ourselves
and see if they cause hurt or injury.

The top-most ball will be
launched high into the air at
high speeds.

The top-most ball is a ping pong ball—
extremely light and not capable of hurting
anyone. In addition, it is constrained so
that it cannot fall on anyone’s head.

2/17/22

The combination of balls
will have a decent mass
moving at a free fall.

The heavier balls will not be falling very
far, and so will not gain as much speed. In
addition, they will be constrained so they
can only land in one location.

2/17/22

The topmost ball is a
projectile.

It will be constrained on a cable to ensure
it only travels up and down.

2/17/22

In order to lift the balls, the
We plan to add warning signs, however,
user will be underneath them the geometry makes it difficult for
to some extent.
anything except perhaps a finger to be
underneath the balls.

2/17/22

Similar to the hazard above,
there will be potential
energy introduced to the
system when the balls are
lifted.

As previously mentioned, the cable
controls the direction and area in which
this energy can act.

2/17/22

The cable could be pulled
on. The balls could be
thrown downwards.

There are a multitude of unsafe ways that
this exhibit could be used. With the
warning signs and simplified design, we
plan to eliminate as much risk of injury as
possible.

2/17/22

Revision Date: 2/3/22
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Appendix F: Design Verification Plan
DVP&R - Design Verification Plan (& Report)
Project:

F35 - Galilean Cannon

Sponsor:

SLO Children's Museum

Edit D

TEST PLAN
Test
#
1

2

3

Specification

6

7

10

11

Acceptance
Required
Criteria
Facilities/Equipment
1-3 minutes Sample group of kids,
stopwatch

Let a control group of children interact with
the exhibit with supervision but no adult
interference.

Time that child is engaged with
Galilean Cannon exhibit.

Time to grasp
functionality

Let a control group of children interact with
the exhibit with supervision but no adult
interference.

How long it takes the child to fully
Less than 2 Sample group of kids,
understand how to utilize the exhibit minutes
stopwatch
to demostate its purpose.

Pedestrian passing
space

Install the verification prototype in the
museum, and measure with a measuring
tape.

How much space is alloted for
museam visitors to walk around the
exhibit to the stairs.

Vertical alignment

Install the verification prototype in the
How close to 90 degree alignment is 90 degrees, Museum, level
museum, and measure with a pendulum or achievable using the space alloted +/- 1 degree
laser level.
to the exhibit.

Footprint at base of
structure

Install the verification prototype in the
museum, and measure with a tape
measure.

Mathematical analysis Build an excel spreadsheet using our
known masses and equations for
conservation of momentum. Use a fixed
drop height that will be achievable for our
target users.

How much area will the galilean
cannon and plaque take up on the
exhibit floor.

At least 30"
between
exhibits

5' x 5' at
MOST

How high of a bounce is achieved at At least 30
realistic drop heights for children.
feet

Parts Needed

Responsibility

TIMING
Start date Finish date
5/3/22

Full SP

Team

Full SP

Team

5/3/22

Marcus

4/28/22

Marcus

4/7/22

SLO Children's museum, Cabinet
measuring tape
assembly of VP

Marcus

4/7/22

Computer, excel file

n/a

Jonas

2/3/22

SLO Children's museum, Cabinet
measuring tape
assembly of VP

Full VP

Experimental analysis Using both our structural and verification
Which combintations of ball sizes
prototypes, we will drop different
and materials produces the best
combinations of balls to see which ones go bounce ratio.
the highest.

At least 30
feet

Tall structure to anchor
cable

Full SP

Team

4/28/22

Pinching on bounce
impact

Once our prototypes are completed, we will How much force is transfered to a
use them unsafely in a controlled
users hand if acccidently placed
experiement to see if the dropping balls
under dropped balls.
cause harm or injury. We will use ourselves
as test subjects.

Does not
Someone willing to test
cause harm on their fingers
or injury

Full SP

Mariah

4/28/22

Bounce-height to
drop-height ratio

We will use the data from the experimental
analysis test and create ratios of drop
height to bounce height.

4 to 6

n/a

Josh

4/28/22

Installation in
museum

Install verification prototype in the museum The success of the installation and Installation
with the help of the museum contractor.
potential to operate to expectations. works

Team

4/7/22

Parts sourced
commercially

Inspect the final bill of materials, and note Percentage of materials that are "off At least 80% Comleted bill of materials n/a
which components are "off-the-shelf," which the shelf."
need to be modified, and which will be
constructed by the team.

Mariah

3/29/22

8

9

Measurements

Length of child
engagement

4

5

Test Description

TES

Measuing the ratio in drop height to
bounce height reached.

excel spreadsheet, data
from experimental
analysis

SLO Children's museum, Full VP
museum contractor,
assembly tools

Revision date: 2/3/22
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Numerical Results

Appendix G: Updated Gantt Chart
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Galilean Cannon
Final Design Review
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Mechanical Engineering Department
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1. Design Updates
After our Critical Design Review, we made a few changes to the design before beginning
manufacturing. The first notable change is the ball assembly. Originally, we had planned to use
and assortment of only YoFellas balls (dense, red rubber balls) with a ping-pong ball as the topmost
ball. We ultimately decided against the ping pong ball as the air resistance would greatly affect the
momentum of the ball traveling upwards. In our final design we used the X-Large and Large
YoFellas balls as the bottom two balls. For the top three balls we used a combination of different
size bouncy balls. These bouncy balls worked perfectly due to their high coefficients of restitution
and the topmost ball was light enough to be launched high into the air while also having enough
mass to combat the air resistance. Table 1 below shows the sizes and masses of the final ball
assembly.
We also made some changes to the cabinet assembly at the base of the exhibit. First, we changed
the wood material from oak plywood to Baltic birch, in order to match the rest of the exhibits in
the museum. This ¾” birch provided plenty of rigidity and structural integrity for the cabinet, but
we used a double layer for the top with a total platform for thickness of 1.5” to minimize the energy
it could absorb from the bounce.
Finally, we removed the spring stopper assembly which was to be located at the top of the exhibit
where the steel cable attached to the I-beam. The idea of this contraption was to provide a stop that
would reduce the impact force on the ball and the I-beam at the top of the exhibit. After careful
deliberation we decided it was unnecessarily complex, nearly impossible to install, and would
provide minimal protection for the ball and I-beam. We were also unsure that the ball would reach
the ceiling repeatedly so the need to protect both the ball and I-beam became a much lower priority.
Table 1. Final ball assembly components and sizing information.
Ball
Mass (g)
Bouncy Ball Xs.
11.3
Bouncy Ball S.
18.9
Bouncy Ball Med.
52.5
YoFellas Large
208.7
YoFellas X-Large
362.9

2. Manufacturing
All the necessary parts were ordered at the end of last quarter. Upon receiving all the materials,
we began this term by manufacturing each component. For our design, there were only two major
system components to be manufactured: the ball assembly and the cabinet assembly. In the
following sections, we will discuss the procurement of our parts as well as our manufacturing
process and the issues we encountered along the way.

2.1 Part Ordering
At the end of the winter quarter, we had completed all part sourcing necessary to start this quarter’s
process of ordering. The majority of the purchases for the main assemblies were made using the
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Mechanical Engineering ProCard with our allotted funds for the project. As other small material
needs arose, we made other small purchases such as sandpaper, glue, tape, screws, and even a
cable through local vendors. These costs were reimbursed to the team members from the
department funds. All of this information is shown in our detailed project budget, shown in
Appendix A.
During purchasing, we struggled to procure the worm gear winch with the hex drive required for
the project, as it sold out on Amazon and was backordered by the manufacturer. In the end, we
found the Dutton-Lainson winch with standard drive, and an interchangeable hex shaft from the
same company. All other purchases proceeded without issue.

2.2 Manufacturing
The manufacturing for the ball assembly was very similar to our previous attempt for our structural
prototype. It utilized a lathe, thin-walled pipe cutters, and a deburring tool. First, a hole was drilled
in each ball on the lathe using a centering three-jaw chuck and a center drill with a 9/32” bit. The
holes were then deburred and sanded to create an even finish along the openings of each ball,
reduce the amount of friction on the steel wire, and create a flush contact point between the balls.
The metal tubes were cut to roughly 2/3 of each ball's diameter with thin-walled pipe cutters.
Finally, the small tube pieces were hand fitted into each ball. The metal sleeves allow the rubber
balls to freely move along the steel cable and reduce the wear and tear on the system. They are
sized to allow each ball to still compress fully and not hinder any energy transfer.

Figure 1. Cabinet base with winch bolt pattern drilled for concrete anchors
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Figure 2. Gluing process of two birch pieces for the top bounce platform
The entire cabinet assembly (pieces are shown in figures 1 and 2) was constructed from a single
5’x 5’x 5/8” piece of Russian Birch plywood. Before any cuts were made, each section of the
cabinet was measured and marked out, including spaces for the width of the saw blade. The cabinet
consisted of 3 12”x 12” slabs, 2 12”x 10”, and 2 10”x 10.5”. The overall design of the cabinet is a
cube; however, the top used two 12” x 12” slabs to create a denser bounce platform. Since this
platform needed to be flat, it was essential that all the wall heights matched perfectly—we
accomplished this with a single long cut on a table saw. A vertical band saw was used for the
additional cuts to create a door, and holes for the concrete anchors were drilled on the drill press.

Figure 3. Completed cabinet showing door/hasp assembly
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Once all the cuts had been completed, each piece of the cabinet was sanded down with increasing
grit levels to achieve a smooth desirable finish and as much flatness as possible for hand
construction. After all sides were smoothed, pilot holes were drilled to allow for easy assembly of
the cabinet base and platform. Before installation in the museum, the cabinet bottom, sides, and
front and back pieces were mounted together, creating a topless cabinet that allowed for easier
leveling and installation of the winch and concrete anchors through the base. The bounce platform
was not screwed down into the cabinet until the end of the installation process, but we installed
the hinges and hasp with the included screws while still in the shop on campus. Prior to installation
in the museum, we also coated the cabinet with polyurethane lacquer to protect the wood. The
completed cabinet assembly can be seen in figure 3.

2.3 Museum Assembly
Installation in the museum began on Tuesday, April 12, by attaching the cable to the I-beam clamp.
The cable was looped through the provided mounting point on the clamp and fastened using three
saddle fasteners. Finally, we installed each of the three bolts in the I-beam clamp and readied it for
installation.

Figure 4. Alignment of the self-leveling laser to determine floor location
The I-beam we planned to use was located about 30 feet above ground level, and had to be accessed
with a small scissor lift. To locate a suitable point of contact for the clamp we used a self-leveling
laser, provided by the museum contractor, Stephen, who assisted in the entire installation. We
placed the laser on the ground and moved it around until we found a location that provided enough
room on the floor for the bounce platform while still being directly underneath the I-beam.
Our mounting plans did not originally account for the electrical conduit running along the I-beam.
The contractor, Steven, and our teammate Jonas worked to scrape the fire protection off of the
beam and fit I-beam clamp underneath the conduit and provide a secure anchor point. We are
grateful for Stephen’s experience in navigating this issue.
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Figure 5. Jonas on the lift mounting the cable to the I-beam
Some weeks later, after manufacturing the cabinet, we returned to the museum to install the rest
of the exhibit. Upon arrival, we quickly realized that the locking hasp had been accidentally glued
shut during assembly. We used a crescent wrench and X-acto blade to break it free and installed a
newly purchased hasp from Home Depot before proceeding with the installation. Once again, we
had to locate the position directly under the I-beam clamp using the laser level. We placed the laser
on top of our cabinet assembly in such a way that the laser pointing downwards went directly
through the hole in the center of the platform. This ensured that the hole that the steel cable would
come through was perfectly in line with the I-beam clamp above. With our location found, we
marked the outline of the cabinet and the mounting holes in the bottom of the cabinet.

Figure 6. Marking location of the bolt pattern for concrete anchors
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As our installation spot neighbors the dinosaur exhibit, there were originally impressions of
dinosaur skeletons on the floor under where the cabinet would sit. In order for the cabinet to seal
to the floor, these impressions had to be scraped and sanded off before drilling the holes.

Figure 7. Museum contractor drilling holes for concrete anchors
The contractor Steven drilled the holes for the concrete anchors at each of our marked locations
using appropriate concrete bits. Meanwhile, we made sure the hasp was secured correctly and
began preparing the winch and cabinet for assembly. When the holes were finished, we placed the
cabinet and winch on the ground, lined up the mounting holes, and installed the anchors through
the winch and cabinet holes, and into the concrete. We then began to thread the cable through the
balls and cabinet, and onto the winch reel. However, we realized that the retaining bolt in the side
of the winch housing could not be installed with the winch already in the cabinet. Consequently,
we had to remove the anchors and install the cable and reel first. Cable installation involved
threaded the balls in order onto the cable followed by the top platform. The cable was then attached
to the reel using the manufacturer’s instructions, and most of the excess was wound up. We then
slipped the reel into the winch base, attached the retaining bolt, put it back in the cabinet, and
reinstalled the concrete anchors. Unfortunately, this meant that the bolts on the concrete anchors
had to be tightened by slipping a thin crescent wrench between the winch reel and the winch case.
While this method worked, and is outlined in the User Manual in Appendix B, it is inefficient, and
could be streamlined in any future iterations.
Before screwing down the top cabinet, we used a hex socket on a handheld drill to wind the cable
up as much as possible. This speeded the process considerably. Once it was nearly taut, we attached
the platform to the cabinet. During manufacturing, we drilled pilot holes in the top platform so that
during installation, we simply drove the screws into the appropriate holes with a handheld drill.
Finally, we opened the cabinet and tightened the cable by hand with a ratchet and socket. Overall,
the installation process went fairly smoothly and we were pleased with the results.
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Figure 8. Final installed exhibit

3. Design Verification
In the beginning of this project, we came up with a set of design specification and requirements
presented in our Scope of Work that we felt our project should meet. Our goal was to meet all
these specifications in order to deem our project a success. In the last few weeks, we have
performed most of the tests we originally set out to complete and analyzed the results. The
following sections detail our original design specifications, how we collected our data, and how
we processed and analyzed that data. For a quick refresher of the design specifications we are
discussing, along with their summarized results, see the DVP&R spreadsheet located in
Appendix C.

3.1 Testing
The numbered list below contains explanations of each specification from Table 2. It discusses
how we approached and tested each specification, which (if any) design modifications resulted
from or influenced this test, and some of the key results.
1. Length of Child Engagement
The whole purpose of our product is to engage and teach children. However, we do not want
children to congregate around this single exhibit for an excessively long time, impeding the typical
“flow” from exhibit to exhibit. As such, we have defined a target engagement time of 1 to 3
minutes. We are looking into finding a sample population of children to whom we can present our
prototype and time how long each individual or group plays with it before moving on to something
new; if this is not possible, we will have to test this metric after the exhibit is installed in the
museum.
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2. Time to Grasp Functionality
Often, children are accompanied by adults who will read the informational plaques and instruct
children on how to properly use the exhibit. However, our goal is for the children to experiment
with, dissect, and discover how to manipulate the Galilean Cannon on their own. We know that if
the exhibit is too complicated, most children will give up after 1 to 2 minutes of unsuccessful
engagement, so we have set 2 minutes as the target maximum amount of time that it should take a
child to lift the entire stack of balls and drop all of them at once, launching the top ball into the air.
We will likely conduct this test simultaneously with the Length of Child Engagement test, as they
require the same metrics.
3. Pedestrian Passing Space
Exhibits in the museum must comply with ADA (American’s with Disabilities Act) codes. Most
importantly this means we needed to leave a minimum of 30 inches of unobstructed floor space
for a wheelchair to pass by. Our third test was to measure the space around our exhibit to see
whether we met the safety requirement. To complete this test, we measured outwards from the
base of the exhibit to all nearby obstructions or exhibits. We found that the shortest distance was
5 feet, exactly twice the distance we were aiming for. Therefore, our exhibit complies with the
necessary ADA codes and passes this test.
4. Vertical Alignment
In order to maintain super-elasticity of the collision, optimize the bounce height, reduce friction
on the cable, and utilize the gravitational acceleration to the ultimate degree, the balls must fall
directly on top of each other, and perfectly perpendicular (90 degrees) to the floor. Because the
atrium is 34 feet tall, even a small change in the angle would produce significant issues. As such,
we set our criteria for this test to plus or minus 1 degree. To calculate this, we first determined the
point on the ground located directly underneath the point of attachment for the cable. We were
able to do this using a self-leveling laser level. We placed the level at the base of the cable and
moved it until the laser lined up perfectly with the origin of the cable at the I-beam. Once aligned,
we measured 2 inches between the origin of the laser and the cable at the base of the exhibit.
Because we know the distance to the I-beam, we used simple trigonometry to determine the angle
made by the cable. This angle came out to be 0.277 degrees which is well under our specified
tolerance.
5. Footprint at Base of Structure
The Galilean Cannon needed to be installed in the museum without disrupting any of the already
existing exhibits. On our first visit to the museum, we measured the available space to be
approximately 5 feet in diameter, and set that as the constraint for our structure’s footprint. After
simplifying our design, the total footprint reduced to the area of the base cabinet, which was one
square foot. As seen in the pictures, there is plenty of space to interact with and repair the exhibit,
as well as to access the neighboring attractions.
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1 ft
Figure 9. Exhibit footprint and proximity to staircase and nearest exhibit
6. Mathematical Analysis of Bounce Height
The main function of the Galilean Cannon is to bounce the top ball high into the air. Ms. Jenkins’s
original goal was for the patrons in the 3rd story window to see the ball go by. To do so, we needed
to achieve at least a 20-foot bounce height. To get an estimation of the bounce height with our
selected balls prior to exhibit construction, we computed preliminary mathematical calculations
for bounce height using an excel calculator. Essentially, the calculator uses conservation of energy
equations to calculate bounce height of the smallest ball. The potential energy of the total ball
stack, at the drop height, is equal to the potential energy of smallest ball at the peak rebound height.
This relationship is shown in the following equation:
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡 ℎ𝑑 𝑔 = 𝑚1 ℎ𝑏 𝑔

Eq.1

where mtot and m1 equal the total mass of the balls and the mass of the top and hd and hb equal the
drop height and bounce height. Thus, we can plug in our system values into equation 1 to calculate
the bounce height. However, this is assuming completely elastic collisions. If our system were
truly fully elastic, the top ball would rebound to a height of 1146 feet, which is far from realistic.
To factor in in-elastic collisions between the balls, we added an energy transfer percentage
coefficient (γ) to the power of n number of collisions (number of balls N in the system minus one)
to the right side of equation.
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡 ℎ𝑑 𝑔𝛾 𝑁−1 = 𝑚1 ℎ𝑏 𝑔

Using equation 2, the spreadsheet is able to calculate a more realistic bounce height.
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Eq.2

After performing some basic drop tests between the YoFellas Balls and a ping pong ball (our
original ball selection) we manually calculated that the typical amount of energy transferred
between the balls is around 39.4%. Inputting 39.4% as the energy transfer coefficient, our ball
masses, and a drop height of 4ft into the excel calculator, we calculated that the top smallest ball
would reach a bounce height of 27.6 feet.
While we later switched the balls used in the exhibit, the excel calculator revealed that a similar
mass ratio between the ball stack and the smallest ball would roughly produce a desired bounce
height greater than our goal. Knowing this knowledge allowed us to confidently more forward
with our design and construct the exhibit.
7. Experimental Analysis of Bounce Height
As mentioned in previous reports, our bounce height goal was a minimum of 30 feet under the
impression that the atrium ceiling was 36 feet tall. After installing, we discovered that the height
of the I-beam we used to anchor our exhibit is only 29 feet. Considering this, we are very pleased
with our prototype’s performance, even though it did not (physically could not) meet our original
goal.

Figure 10. Summary of Bounce Height Measurements
While the theoretical analysis described above was instrumental in creating our prototype, the
theoretical model was not able fully illustrate all of the intricacies of a physical system. Thus, once
the exhibit was installed, we performed actual ball drops to truly visualize the regular bounce
height of our Galilean Cannon.
For the official bounce height test, we dropped the ball stack 50 times from 4 feet above the cabinet.
Mariah was stationed at the top of the stairs of the second floor to get a better view of the bounce
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and recorded the bounce heights after each drop. Using pre-measured reference points along the
wall of the atrium, Mariah was able to determine the height of the bounce to ±1ft.
With the 50 recorded bounce heights, we performed a statistical analysis of the data using Minitab.
The main results are shown in figure 10.
The statistical analysis reveals that the average bounce height of our Galilean Cannon is around
19.3 ±1 ft for a 95% confidence interval. Additionally, 4% of the time the ball reaches above 25ft,
and while not recorded during our 50 trial runs, we did hit the ceiling with the smallest ball which
is about 29ft high. Based on our statistical analysis, we successfully achieved our goal height—an
average rebound that was too low or too high. Specifically, we wanted it to be a challenge for the
children to hit the ceiling, yet still possible if users took the time to fully understand the science
behind the experiment to minimize energy loss. Utilizing the uncertainty propagation equation, we
concluded that the combined uncertainty of our average bounce height is around ± 1.4ft.
8. Force of Impact of Bounce
Throughout the design process, the most likely safety risk identified was finger pinching, either by
the whole stack of balls when dropped, or by the top ball falling back down after the launch. We
considered this “pinch factor” when deciding the number, material, and weights of balls. Initially
we planned to use a gauge to measure the force exerted on a finger however, we were unable to
pinpoint some concrete “safe” amount of force for children’s fingers through research. Thus, we
relied on physically testing the ball drop pain levels on ourselves. This was done by simply
dropping the stack of balls on our hands from realistic drop heights. The rebounding ball ended up
being very small and poses no risk. Getting struck by the entire stack of balls produced only a
minor discomfort, equivalent to a 2 on a normal pain scale of 10. We deduced that this was a
reasonable pain level for children even in a worst-case scenario.
9. Bounce- to Drop-Height Ratio
In order to engage children, endure the requested amount of time, and regularly meet the bounce
height goal, our Galilean Cannon must have a consistent bounce. As previously mentioned, bounce
height depends on the drop height, ball material, ball weights, and number of balls. Upon the design
of our product being finalized, the last three factors are fixed, but the drop height remains variable.
To account for this variability, we are using a ratio of bounce- to drop- height as our consistency
metric. Based on data from existing products, a properly designed Galilean Cannon should always
bounce the top ball between 4 and 6 times the height from which it was dropped. To test if our
product achieves this, we repeatedly dropped our cannon from predetermined heights and
measured each resultant bounce. These bounce heights were all charted to give us a ratio for
bounce to drop height. The results showed that our average bounce height was 5.82-1 meaning for
a 3 ft drop height it can be assumed that the topmost ball with shoot up to a height of approximately
17 ½ ft.
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Figure 11. Bounce to drop height ratio test results
10. Installation in Museum
One of the major Museum needs was to have a finished, installed product. To satisfy this need, our
goal was to install the exhibit before our Senior Project Expo. In order to check this box all parts
had to fit together, and the overall exhibit functions as expected. Throughout the past few weeks,
we have been at the museum multiple times to get the exhibit installed and properly functioning.
Aside from some minor inconveniences, the exhibit installation went smoothly, and we are proud
to say this specification has been met.
11. Parts Sourced Commercially
Due to frequent use and the foreseeable misuse, we expect occasional maintenance and part
replacements to be required. To reduce maintenance costs and delays associated with ordering or
tailoring custom parts, we’ve implemented as many commercially available items in our design as
possible. To have a metric for this we made a bill of materials that lists each of the exhibit’s
components and counted the number of custom or modified vs. commercially sourced parts. Our
goal was to have less than 20% of the components be customized for the product. After counting
the number of modified and commercial parts we concluded that 80.60% of the parts were sourced
commercially and can be replaced. While this is an acceptable result for our project, we wanted to
do a little more to ensure the museum has an exhibit that is easily maintainable in the future. To
do this we also provided an extra set of balls that have been pre-drilled and sleeved. This
component was the most difficult to manufacture so providing another set will promote shorter
maintenance times within the first few years of exhibit operation. For a list of all purchased
components see the finalized project budget in Appendix A.
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4. Discussion & Recommendations
4.1 Lessons Learned
From the outside, this Galilean Cannon design challenge seems relatively simple—just drop a
stack of different sized balls which is the method for the current world record. However, the
addition of making a permanent exhibit for a museum added much more depth to the challenge
than we anticipated. The only way to make a safe and controlled Galilean Cannon for a museum
would be to constrain all the balls vertically along a cable.
Using a cable added another constraint to the challenge: we would have to drill holes through all
the balls to attach them to the cable. Consequently, we could not use almost any hollow balls as
they would deflate and lose their shape once we drilled a hole into them. Additionally, larger solid
balls do not exist on the market and would be too heavy for a child to pick up. Hence, we downsized
our balls to smaller rubber balls.
Another unexpected aspect of this design challenge we learned is the importance of minimizing
energy loss. During our preliminary bounce tests, any amount of friction between the balls and
cable, vibration in the cable, and energy absorption of the bounce platform greatly affected the
bounce height of the smallest ball. Hence, we modified our design to minimize the energy loss in
those areas and our bounce ratio improved from 3:1 to 5:1.

4.2 Next Steps
If we had more time for our senior project, we would take add decorations and theming to our
exhibit. We originally agreed to the theme the exhibit with space decorations, but due to time
constraints and other complications we were not able to add them. First, finding a working
combination of balls for our desired bounce height took longer than expected. Additionally, the
lift rental was expensive and the installation was cumbersome, so we decided against any physical
height markers that would have had to have been similarly installed. Hence, the exhibit remains
plain. If future work were undertaken, decorations could add character to the exhibit, and
potentially serve as more corporeal height markers to determine the height of the user’s bounce.
Currently, the height is marked only by reference points around the atrium, as seen in figure 12.

4.3 Design Changes to Meet Customer Needs
Overall, there were a few changes that could be made to better meet our sponsor’s needs. Our
sponsor specifically asked for an exhibit that would last 5 years. Upon completion of this exhibit
the true extent of how long it will last is unknown. The materials themselves will last longer than
the time asked for it, however due to the wear and tear placed on the balls through repetitive use,
we potentially may need to replace them or change the material type. As a quick solution to this
potential problem, we have supplied the museum will a backup set of balls. However, this change
may need to be readdressed in the future.

4.4 Manufacturing Changes
If we were to manufacture this exhibit again, we would make a few changes in our design that we
overlooked the first time. The first of these changes would be to rotate the winch 90 degrees within
the box. When we finished the install, we realized that the bolt holding the wheel in the winch was
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impossible to remove due to space constraints. This makes it impossible to remove the wheel from
the winch without removing the concrete anchors and the entire winch from the box. In the future
we would rotate the winch so that the bolt is perpendicular to the wall with the door. This would
provide sufficient room to remove the bolt and reduce the overall disassembly and reassembly
time.
Another aspect of the exhibit we would change is the length of the steel cable. At the current
moment there is about 20 extra feet of cable wrapped on the winch. While it does provide a level
of safety, it’s unnecessary and drastically increases the length of time it takes to disassemble the
exhibit to replace the ball assembly. We would recommend only having about 5 feet wrapped on
the winch in any future iterations.
The last aspect of our manufacturing process we would change is the way we went about
calculating the length of the metal sleeves. Each time we cut the sleeves we were making educated
guesses as to how much the ball would compress and whether or not the sleeves would hit each
other. If we were to do it again, we would perform a series of tests to determine how much each
ball compresses on impact and use this information to guide us in choosing a length for the metal
sleeves. That way we could maximize the length of the sleeves while also ensuring they do not
contact each other or the bounce platform.

4.5 Recommendations for Future Use
The following safety tips, “best bounce” tips and a description of recommended maintenance is
described in detail in Appendix B, the User Manual.
Safety
Although the cannon is built as securely and safely as possible, we do have a few usage
recommendations that should be enforced where possible. Neither we nor the contractor believe
that either mounting will ever come loose, or that the cable will snap, as they are rated far
stronger than any loads they will conceivably support. We have also ruled that finger pinching
from the dropping or rebounding balls is neither likely nor harmful. Nonetheless, we recommend
that children do not pull or swing on the cable, and that all users keep their hands away from the
platform when dropping the balls.
Engagement
During both our prototyping and bounce testing, we discovered that drop height is by no means
the only factor that affects the rebound. While we have fixed as many variables as possible, such
as by tensioning the cable and building a sturdy platform, user input will still considerably vary
the bounce. To achieve the highest height, wait until the cable is still and tight, lift the entire
stack of balls from the bottom, center them from the cable, and then drop them with as little
interference as possible. Some of these tips are listed as prompts on the plaque that will sit next
to the exhibit (see figure 12).
Maintenance
In terms of maintenance, we recommend tightening the cable through the door with a hand
ratchet once a week or more while it is new and the cable is stretching, and once a month after
that. We also recommend wiping down the cabinet, and removing any possible rubber debris.
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Repair
Since the original installation, we have already disassembled and reassembled the ball and
cabinet assembly in the exhibit once entirely. We were worried that removing the top platform
(not necessary, but makes the rest of the process much easier), unwinding more than 10 feet of
extra cable, loosening the concrete anchors, and uninstalling the winch reel, plus putting it all
back together again, would be cumbersome; in the end, though, the whole process only took
about 20-30 minutes. The full disassembly process should only be needed to replace the balls—
and we hope this will not be necessary for several years. Detailed instructions for this process
can be found in the User Manual in Appendix B.

Figure 12. Plaque to stand next to the exhibit at the SLO Children’s Museum.
(Credit to Michelle Jenkins at SLOCM)
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5. Conclusion
At the beginning of fall quarter, our senior project seemed like an easy straight forward project
compared to the others. However, designing a Galilean Cannon was much more of a technical
challenge then of us could anticipate. Searching for a set of balls, cable, and a bounce platform to
produce an engaging bounce for children was a long struggle that took the whole year to overcome.
Yet, in the end, our Galilean Cannon exhibit we built blew away our expectations with an average
1:6 bounce ratio and even sometimes rebounding off the ceiling. From our knowledge of the few
other exhibits that exist, we arguably have built the best Galilean Cannon exhibit in the world. Due
to time constraints, we were not able to theme the exhibit like we agreed originally. However, the
lack of space theming does not take away from the joy and excitement of dropping the ball stack
and watching the top ball hit the ceiling. We are very grateful for this challenging yet fun
opportunity to design and create an exhibit to teach children linear momentum for years to come.
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1

Cable Disassembly Process
Step 1: Unlock and open the access door located on the back of the cabinet and
loosen cable using a ratchet and 5/8” socket.
Step 2: Remove all screws in the top platform, thereby releasing the platform from
the cabinet assembly.
Step 3: Have a second individual hold the platform and ball assembly well above the
cabinet to provide more room to work.
Step 4: With the cable loosened, remove all concrete anchors located on the base of
the winch with a 1/2” socket.
Step 5: Remove the winch from the box carefully to not allow the anchor bolts to
drop into the sleeves.
Step 6: Remove the bolt holding the winch wheel in place using two 9/16” wrenches.

Figure 1: Use a 9/16” wrench on both sides (Step 6)
Step 7: Pull the wheel from the winch base (it will take some force to break it free).

Figure 2: Use moderate force to remove the wheel (see Step 7)

3
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Step 8: Unwind the cable from the wheel and undo the cable attachment located on
the gear side of the wheel.
Step 9: Remove the platform from the free end of the cable.

Cable Assembly/ Tensioning
Step 1: Thread the ball assembly onto the cable starting with the smallest ball.
Step 2: Thread the cable through the center hole of the bounce platform.
Step 3: Fasten the cable to the wheel using the method outlined in this video for the
standard reel—do NOT use the split reel instructions! (Installing Cable on Worm Gear
Winches 0:50, 2:45, 3:23)

Figure 3: Method for fastening cable onto wheel (see Step 3)
Step 4: Insert the wheel into the winch b ase (some force will b e required) and ensure
that the wheel and worm gear teeth mesh properly.
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Figure 4: Inserting the wheel into the winch base (see Step 4)
Step 5: Reinstall the bolt to hold the wheel in place using a 9/16” socket while the
winch is still out of the cabinet.
Step 6: With the wheel now fixed to the winch base, place the winch assembly back
into the cabinet making sure to align the mounting holes with the concrete anchors.
Step 7: Insert and tighten the nuts on each of the four concrete anchors using a 1/2”
crescent wrench thin enough to be slipped under the wheel.
Step 8: Begin the process of tightening the cable using the 5/8” socket to remove all
slack (a handheld drill can be used to significantly speed up this process). Although
the wheel is a split-wheel design, be sure to only wind cable on the side nearest the
gear, as if it were a standard reel.

Figure 5: Example of wound cable on single reel
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Appendix D
Galilean Cannon Test Procedure #1
Test Name: Preliminary Drop Test
Purpose: Observe the transfer of momentum between various ball materials; experiment with different
combinations in order to build the ideal ball assembly that will reach the highest bounce height.
Scope: This test involves only the ball assembly and will help us determine ball material and order.
Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•

Assortment of rubber and plastic balls, pre-fitted with metal sleeves
“Astroblaster” base: wooden dowel affixed with epoxy glue
Tape measure
Tripod (reserve from library)
Phone with camera

Hazards: (list hazards associated with the test)
•
•

Finger pinching
Projectile motion from smallest ball

PPE Requirements:
•

Safety Glasses

Facility:
•

Building 197-107 (ensure there are no bystanders)

Reserve online at https://ceng.calpoly.edu/ceng-calendars/#bonderson-107
Procedure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Setup camera on tripod
Assemble balls onto wooden dowel in desired order
Raise the whole assembly to a height at which the lowest ball is 4 feet from the ground
Start recording on the phone
Drop the entire ball assembly
Wait for ball to reach maximum height and fall before ending the recording
Watch recording to determine the height reached by the top ball
Upload height data to excel

Results:
•
•

Passing ball combination will be the one with the highest average bounce.
Each ball combination should be dropped at least 5 times.

Test Date(s): March 31st
Test Results: TBD
Performed By: F35 – Galilean Cannon Team
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Team: F35
Test Title: Finding the Average Bounce Height of the Cannon
Planned Test Date: 3/29
Test Goals: The goals of this test are to verify the max bounce height of the cannon while also
examining the average bounce height achieved after multiple drops. In addition, we will observe the
reliability of the materials purchased.

Test Equipment Required:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cannon base structure
50 ft of steel cable (vinyl coated and uncoated)
Rubber balls in multiple sizes
Metal sleeves to insert into rubber balls
Long measuring tape
Phone/Camera on bipod for consistent capture of bounce height
Digimizer (to record distance on images)
Safety glasses

Test Procedure:
1. First all participants should put their safety glasses on.
2. Next install the top part of the cable along the railing of the third floor of Construction
Innovation Building. This will allow for the participants to only have to worry about applying
tension from the bottom of the cable located at the floor.
3. Let cable hang to mark where the base structure should be located.
4. Line up the cannon base structure with the cable so that the cable feeds through the center.
5. Before inserting cable feed the balls along the cable in order of smallest to biggest.
6. Feed wire through bottom structure hole and apply tension with one participant.
7. Another participant will drop the balls from roughly 4 ft repeatedly.
8. Each run will be recorded and analyzed on a Digimizer to find the bounce height of each run.
9. The data will be collected in a table like the following
Table 1.1 Bounce Heights
Drop Number

Drop
Height

1
2
3
4
5
Etc..
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Bounce
Height

Bounce
Ratio

Test Safety:
Safety Concern

Mitigation

Wire burns from applying tension

•

Wire snapping

•

Advisor Comments:

Participant who is applying tension will
wear gloves to reduce the wear on their
hands.
The wire will not be fully tensioned due
to the lack of a winch in this test.
Therefore, there should not be any
whiplash effect from the cable if
loosened or let go of.

Advisor Approval:
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Galilean Cannon Vertical Alignment Test

Test Name: Vertical Alignment

Purpose: The purpose of this test is to determine how well the cable was vertically aligned during
installation.

Scope: Assuring that the cable is vertically aligned will ensure that there is minimal friction between the
cable and the balls, resulting in a higher bounce.

Equipment:
•
•
•

Self-leveling laser level
Tape Measure
Calculator

Hazards:
•
•

Cable falling
Protect eyes from laser level

PPE Requirements:
•

Tinted safety glasses

Facility:
•

San Luis Obispo Children’s Museum

Procedure:
1. During installation, record the height from the lower most part of the I-beam to the floor. This
information will be needed later in the test.
2. Place laser level on the wood platform, near where the cable enters it.
3. Turn on laser level and locate where it hits the ceiling.
4. Move the level until the laser points directly at the location where the cable attaches to the
I-beam.
5. Measure the distance between the base of the cable and the origin of the laser.
6. Using the height measured in step one and the distance measured in step five, use trigonometry
to determine the angle of the cable.
Results: In order to consider the results acceptable, the angle between the cable and true vertical must
be less than or equal to 1 degree.

Test Date(s): April 7th
Test Results: TBD
Performed By: F35 – Galilean Cannon
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Galilean Cannon Test Procedure #4
Test Name: Time to Grasp Functionality
Purpose: Observe how children interact with the installed exhibit in order to determine the exhibit’s
intuitiveness.
Scope: Entire completed exhibit AND user base.
Equipment:
•
•
•

Completed Galilean Cannon Exhibit with informational plaque
Data sheet (and clipboard)
Stopwatch (use phone)

Hazards: (list hazards associated with the test)
•

None

PPE Requirements:
•

None

Facility:
•

SLO Children’s Museum

Procedure:
1. Observe each child/group of children as they interact with the exhibit.
2. Record the time period from the first approach to a successful interaction. A successful
interaction occurs when the child (not a parent) picks up the entire stack of balls and drops
them at once, resulting in a multiplied rebound.
3. Note the following items, and sum the net score:
a. Did the child (user) execute a successful interaction? (+2)
b. Did the child experience any frustration while figuring it out? (-1 for mild, -2 for severe.)
c. Did the child appear to read/take note of the informational plaque? (+1)
d. Did the child require parental support to execute a successful interaction? (+0)
4. Average the time period recorded in step 2, and the scores received in step 3.
Results:
•

•

Passing results:
o Average time interval is LESS THAN 2 minutes.
o Average interaction score is POSITIVE.
At least 50 independent users or groups of users should be observed.

Test Date(s): May 3rd
Test Results: TBD
Performed By: F35 – Galilean Cannon Team
Test Procedure Prepared by: Mariah Kirkham
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Galilean Cannon Test Procedure #5
Test Name: Length of Child Engagement
Purpose: Observe how long children are interested in our Galilean Cannon Exhibit.
Scope: Entire completed exhibit and userbase.
Equipment:
•
•
•

Completed Galilean Cannon Exhibit with Informational Plaque
Data sheet (and clipboard)
Stopwatch (use phone)

Hazards: (list hazards associated with the test)
•

None

PPE Requirements:
•

None

Facility:
•

SLO Children’s Museum

Procedure:
1. Observe each child from once the Galilean Cannon catches their attention until they are no
longer interested in the exhibit.
2. Record the time the engagement time.
3. Note each time a child returns to the Galilean Cannon.
4. Average the time period recorded in step 3, and the number of times children returned received
in step 3.
Results:
•
•

Passing Results:
o Engagement time longer than a minute and no longer than 3 minutes.
At least 50 independent users or groups of users should be observed.

Test Date(s): May 3rd
Test Results: TBD
Performed By: F35 – Galilean Cannon Team
Test Procedure Prepared by: Jonas Honeyman
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